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ANTA FE NEW M

NO. 23.

SANTA FE; N. M., FRIDAY, MARCH 17, 1905.

VOL. 42.

FOOD SUPPLY

LEGISLATIVE

INSUFFICIENT

EMPEROR

ADAMS HAS

ECHOES

TO STEP OUT

LEGISLATIVE

STILL FIRM

KUROPATKIN

ASSEMBLY

ISRETIRED

The Clark jury bill signed by Gov- The Joint Convention at Denver! In Face of Defeat and
Idol of Private Soldiers DisCOUNCIL.
Possibility
ernor Otero last evening, will not go
Afternoon Session 60th Day.
so Decides by a Vote
Trains HadNothing to Eat
of Even Greater Disaster
missed From His Pesition
into effect until June 30.
From
(Continued
Yesterday.)
For 24 Hours.
of 55 to 41.
Russia Will Continue War.
in Disgrace.
President Clark called the Council
Councilman Nestor Montoya, of Ber
to order at 3 o'clock. All members
nalillo County, performed his duties
GIVES BIRTH TO TWINS attentively and satisfactorily. His rec WILL PEABODY RESIGN? ANOTHER LARGE ARMY were present.
LINEVITCH APPOINTED
ord during the session is very com
Upon motion of Mr. Martin all bills
conwere
mendable.
be
considered
to
remaining
On Southern Pacific iTrain Two Babies
That is the Question Which is Upper New Force Of 450,000 Men to Be DiS- - s,dered a9 PTOPerly enrolled and en- - Commander of the First Army Promoted
Governor Otero has not yet appoint
glUBBCU,
most in Legislative and Political
Make Their Appearance Ihta
to Commend of All Russian Land
Try to
petched to Far East-- Will
Council Bill No. 152, by Mr. Read, An
ed a territorial irrigation engineer, the
Circles.
the World.
Wrist Control of See.
and Sea Forces.
officers of the territorial mounted poAct amending Chapter 509 of the Session Laws of 1899, amending An Act
lice force nor the board of optometry,
created by the Thirty-sixtDenver, March
d. m. At 5
st. Petersburg, March 17. Nothing relating to the sale of coal oil shipped
St. Petersburg, March 17. With the
Los Angeles, March 17. The sun is positions
in from other states and territories and
Legislative Assembly.
o'clock
this
con
afternoon
the
has arrived from the front but
further
joint
Japanese
hanging on the flanks and
shining brightly today and the heavy
vention adopted by a vote of 55 to 41 it is feared that the decimated bat used in original packages, passed un heels of the remnants of the broken
storm that has prevailed over southof
W.
a
der
unani
rules
the
J.
suspension
by
Secretary
Raynolds is, hurry the report declaring Peabody to have talions, which had hardly' recovered
and defeated Russian army, General
ern California for five days past apmous vote.
ing out the copy for the Session Laws been elected and ousting Adams,
from the demoralization of the Muk
'
pears to be over. Delayed trains on of the Thirty-sixt- h
Council Bill No. 153, by Mr. Martin Kuropatkin, the old idol of private solAsLegislative
Denver, March 17. The uppermost den retreat, have again been thrown
disthe Southern Pacific and the Santa Pe
An
Act to repeal Chapter 15 of the diers, has been dismissed and
will
and
hands
It
in the
have
sembly
in legislative and politloal into confusion by Oyama's relentless
question
comand
General
graced,
LInevltch,
and
this
last
began reaching
night
city
Acts of the Thirty-fourt- h
of the printer by next week. The vol- circles this
Legislative mander of the first
morning is whether Gov pursuit. The war office greatly fears
army. Is appointed
are coming in at intervals today. Five ume will be issued some time next ernor James
and to repeal Section 3910 to
Assembly
H.
will
field
and
more
of
him
that
the
Peabody
in
succeed
guns, of
command
siege
repudl
trains which have been held at Santa month.
the Complied Laws, relating to con Russian land and sea forces of all the
ate his resignation, which was written which Kuropatkin managed to save
operating
Barbara for the past two or three days
tracts
passed unanimously
in advance of the action of the general from Mukden, have been sacrlfled. The
The word "disthe
against
Japanese.
left there this morning on the way to
under
suspension of the rules.
Representative Seferlno Crollot, of assembly declaring him entitled to the question of ammunition and food is
is written in large letters In the
Los Angeles, and other trains are mov Bernalillo County, did valuable ser- office
Council Bill No. 154. by Mr. Martin, grace"
for the purpose of influencing also vital as it is known that the Rus
laconic imperial order which has been
iwg. The Santa Fe reports its line op vice for the
to
An
with
Act
Assemthe
reference
qualifica
people during the
en and trains moving on both lines. Al bly. He Is Intelligent and a fluent Republican members who would not sians were compelled to burn further tions of deputy sheriffs, passed unani gazetted and which contains not a
otherwise
vote
him
for
wished
who
but
Che
commis
stores
Tie
where
Pass
at
single word of praise. This order disthough most of the passengers on the speaker in both the English and Span to place Lieutenant-Governo- r
Jesse F. sariat was only beginning to feed the mously under suspension of the rules. poses of the rumor that Kuropatkin
Santa Fe who were in the region of Ca ish languages, which desirable qualifi McDonald in
Council Bill No. 155, by Mr. Greer,
the governor's chair. half famished troops when the new re
had asked to be relieved. Russian
jon pass for several days were brought cations came in well during the ses That
An Act relating to the poisoning or
to
re
his
even
the
in
was
Peabody
ordered.
But
gave
treat
pledge
annals contain no more bitter
military
In last night, there still remain sever sion. Mr. Crollot has no need to be
hours after his I face of the possibility of the complete maiming of animals and providing a imperial rebuke. The change from
sign within twenty-fou- r
al hundred who will be brought in to ashamed of his record.
inauguration is positively known to loss of the army and the admitted fact penalty therefor, passed under suspen- Kuropatkin to Linevitch In the very
day. Travelers who were on these
scores of people and it is not denied that Vladivostock is probably lost, the sion of the rules by a unanimous vote. midst of the flight,
although bruited
trains for a week or more suffered
House Bill No. 154, by Mr. Mirabal,
Councilman J. Leahy has gained an by his friends. Nevertheless, D. B.
still shows no sign of yield
The
An Act fixing the age limit of cadets last night, came as a surprise.
great discomforts and many are weak enviable reputation as a successful leg Fairley, chairman or the Republican Emperor
the
ing. Preparations for continuing
left
task
to
Linevitch
of
withdrawing
and ill from the experience. The food islator, he having introduced a large State Central
Committee, strongly In- war on a larger scale than ever are in the New Mexico Military Institute what is left of the great army of 350,-00- 0
supply was Insufficient and many went numiber of very good measures and timates that
will not resign proceeding, and the dictum has gone at Roswell, passed.
Peabody
men to Harbin Is a desperate one.
without food for twenty-fou- r
hours and having them passed. There is nothing and that the
No. 19, by Mr. Howard,
House
He is hemmed In on all sides and the
resignation which he, forth that another army of 450,000 men An Act Bill
even longer. It is stated that many like success. Mr. Leahy did not do
the furnishing of consummation of
providing
was "tentative." is to be dispatched to the far east.
the Mukden disaster
'
were so ill when transferred across the much talking on the floor, but his work Peabody, had written
rety bonds by Is feared.
Governor Peabody hfmself is silent on Even In the most optimistic quarters, trust conr.
Napoleon's
plight In his reland slide at Cajon Pass that they had counted and that for the good of the
as amended by
the
he "is however, it is realized that a general county i
that
subject,
merely
saying
treat
was
from
Moscow
hardly as bad
to be carried.
Passengers on the people and of his constituents.
in the hands of his friends." In answer mobilization is likely to be accom the Com
or as dangerous.
Southern Pacific trains also suffered
' v Mr. Howard
.
House
m
to a message from friends in Victor, pllshed by widespread disorders, un
Pages Were Accessories.
great inconveniences and discomforts
hants against
Among the members of the House of Inquiring whether, he Intended to re- less the composition and functions of An Act tc
In the drawing room of one of the Representatives who did very good
v
New
itinerant
i
York, March 17. The mystery
sign, he replied: "If they want my popular representation under the im
i
- of the letters 'addressed to the EmamendCoun
sleepers a woman gave birth to twins work for the people and their const! resignation
The
the
i
they can have it"perial rescript are more satisfactory ments to Cc
She was Mrs. Caruthers, wife of a Los tuents may justly be named Represent.
109, by Mr. peror by revolutionists, which are conthan now apears probable. The war
civil
was
at
She
Angeles
lie lands of stantly found In the palace of Tsarkoe-Selo- ,
relat
engineer.
Martin,
ative H. H. Howard, of Socorro Coun DENVER POST SAYS
council it is understood, has definitely
tended by two physicians who were on ty. Mr. Howard was active in doing
the
orlal Land
has been solved, according to a
Territory
PEABODY WILL RE8IGN. decided that Vice Admiral Rojestven
the train and neither mother or babies good and effective work in the pas
Herald dispatch from St. Petersburg.
March 17. The Post this af sky shall continue his voyage and give Board.
Denver,
suffered from the unusual conditions, sage of many good measures which ternoon
The solution came through the arrest
. Greer, An
Council Bill i
says: "James H. Peabody will battle to the Japanese in a forlorn
There were dining cars on the South- have become law during the present
-- ie of liquors in of a page, who was examined a few
as Governor of Colorado this hope of wresting control of the sea Act prohibiting
resign
ern Pacific and no one suffered for session.
than 100 people, days ago on complaint of his fellow
precincts of le
afternoon. W. S. Boynton, of Colora from Admiral Togo.
food.
pages and declared to be mentally dis
passed.
do Springs, custodian of the resignaMukden Greets Oyama.
Mr. Miller asked unanimous consent ordered.
councilman Martinez has proven tion, will file it with
March
of
General Oku's Headquarters,
Secretary State
U. 3. DISTRICT COURT.
to take up Council Bill No. 145,ln refer
himself a careful and hard working Cowie. (. The resignation
j? M take ef 17. Field Marshal Oyama and his staff ence to
He
the
member.
commanded
property sold for taxes, out of
respect fect immediately and Chief , Justice' entered Mukden this afternoon. They
On the United- States side of the and good will of his colleagues and
its
order, read the third time was concurred In unanimously.
regular
will administer the oath of of were met at the south gate by many
District Court this morning Edward was the Introducer of a number of mer Goddard
The steering committee reported
and
passed by a vote of 10 to 2.
fice to Lieutenant Governor Jesse F. troops. The Chinese officials wel
Amended Council Bill No. 127, An Act
Nichols, convicted a few days ago for itorious measures which have become McDonald. The
con
unanimous
Chaves
Mr.
asked
of resignation corned Oyama and thousands of Chin
robbing the Lamy postofflce on the law. Despite the scoldings of the Al reads as follows: pledge
sent to take up Council Bill No. 103, changing the name of the office of so
ese gathered on the streets to witness An
to attorney general,
Act to amend Section 3299 of the licitor general
night of February 13, last, was sent buquerque Journal he believes that
Hon.
1905.
March
17,
"Denver,
his entrance.
enced to the penitentiary at hard la the libel law which he introduced Is
to
it be passed. The
that
Laws
of
1897,
recommending
Compiled
relating
James Cowie, secretary of state, State
Supplies and Provisions Captured
bor for the period of three years. A beneficial and good.
which had been favor- report of the committee was adopted
garnishment,
,
I hereby ten
Colorado
Dear
of
Sir:
re
A
17.
March
Tokio,
telegram
D. Coolidge, late of Kirtland,
San
der my resignation as Governor of ceived from army headquarters in the ably reported by the committee. Read and the bill passed unanimously.
Juan County, was before the court for
The steering committee reported
L.
the third time by title and passed
F.
who
Wight,
Representative
Colorado, to take effect immediately.
field says the enemy's provisions and
Council Substitute for House Joint Council Bill No. 141, by Mr. Winters,
contempt in falling to obey a sub served as chairman of the House judi
"JAMES H. PEABODY."
fodder at Tie Ling were set on fire
poena served upon him for appear- ciary committee, has proven himself
Memorial No. 4, petitioning President An Act relating to service of process
and two thirds destroyed. We have Roosevelt to
ance as a witness before the present a strong man as the head of that Imsuppress trusts. The by publication, recommending that It
United States grand jury. He was sent portant body. He did his work con- OBSERVANCE OF DAY GENERAL. captured numerous spoils but have Council concurred and the memorial be passed. The report of the commithad no time to investigate them. Great was
enced to pay the costs of his apprehen scientiously and effectively. It is un
tee was adopted and the bill passed.
adopted.
17. The St, Patrick's number of prisoners have been taken
March
Dublin,
no
to
which
amounted
$147.86
The steering committee reported
House Bill No. 162, by Mr. de Baca,
sion,
derstood that Mr. Wight will be a can
parade in Dublin today was wit In the direction of the right wing, but An Act loanling Quay County $2,000 for House-Bil- l
fine being imposed.
No. 190, An Act creating
didate for the position of receiver of day
not yet
the office of Coroner and defining his
Upon the territorial side of the the U. S. Land Office at Clayton at the nessed by many thousands of people. details of their capture have
court purposes, passed. .
a special been received.
court yesterday afternoon the territo- expiration of the commission of the In St. Patrick's
The Council then went into execu duties, recommending that it be pass
Greatest In Modern History.
rial grand jury (brought in seven more present incumbent, Receiver A. ,W, mass was celebrated by the Rev.. Will- the ed as amended by the committee. The
tive
session
and confirmed
March
With Japanese Left Armies,
indictments against W. H. Whiteman, Thompson. He has secured, while lam F. Dougherty of' Syracuse, N. Y.
District
reporte of the committee was adopted
following
appointments:
New York, March; 17i-- St.
Patrick's 17. The pursuing armies fully occu Attorney,
late adjutant general of New Mexico, here, quite a strong indorsement and
and the bill passed by a vote of 19 to
San
First
District,
at midnight, after a se Juan
Alex- 2, Messrs. Griego and Sandoval of SanRio
making eight in all found by that body will make an active fight for the ap day was observed In the metropolis pied Tie Pass
Russians retired north ander and Second Arriba,Mora and ta Fe
The
vere
in
with
Roman
all
fight.
services
special
against the general. The first indict- pointment.
voting no.
District,
Read;
Catholic Churches, a parade and a In great confusion, after setting fire to San
ment charges that on June 3, 1904, the
B. Davis, Jr.;
The
committee reported
Stephen
Miguel.
number of; dinners." "The' parade was the railroad stations and supplies. This Third District, Colfax and Union, J. Council steering
defendant unlawfully and fraudulently,
Of the 138 bills passed
Bill No. 150, An Act relative to
by both one of the
armies'
of
conclusion
the
successful
recent
of
..
years,
largest
with intent to cheat, and defraud the Houses, 134 have become law, one havFourth District, Quay and the payment of certain flood relief
this movement the Leahy;
Merrltt C. Mechem; Fifth
Territory, falsely presented a certain ing been vetoed by Governor Otero and nearly 20,000 men being in line. At the mission makes
Guadalupe,
recommending
of modern history. Armies District, Santa Fe and Taos, Edmund funds tobeTaos County,
representation, statement and requisi three others having gone to the board dinner of the Friendly Sons of St. greatest about
that
it
passed.. The report of the
90
a
in
miles
fortnight,
covered
tlon bearing his signature as adjutant by pocket veto last night. The three Patrick at Delmonico's tonight Presi
C. Abbott; Sixth District, Bernalillo, committee was adopted and the bill
Inch of the
general, that the roster of New Mexl that died last night were Council Bill dent Roosevelt will be the guest of fighting practically every
Sandoval, McKlnley, Valencia and
way. It is not probable that the Rus- Torrance, Frank W. Clancy; Seventh passed unanimously.
co volunteers in the Spanish War had No. 102, An Act relative to county honor.
The steering committee reported
south
stand
London, March 17. The observance sians will make another
been published, as authorized by law, taxation, which virtually' repealed the
District, Socorro and Sierra, Elfego Council Bill No. 152, An Act relating
Harbin.
was
of
of
St.
in
London
Patrick's
day
the said false representation, state Bateman act; House Bill No. 198, An
Baca; Eighth District, Dona Ana, Lin- to the sale of coal oil shipped In from
Railroads Cut Behind Russians.
ment and requisition being made to W. Act regulating the salaries of sheriffs, along the same lines as similar obcoln and Otero, Herbert B, Holt; Ninth other states and territories and used
St. Petersburg, March 17. There is District.
O. Sargent,
auditor of public ac and Council Bill No. 149, An Act servances of the past. The Irish flag
Chaves, Eddy and Roosevelt, in original packages, passed unanirailroad com
M. Hervey; Tenth District,
counts, by means of which the said amending an act entitled an act to fix was flying from many public buildings, a persistent report that
James
cut
behind
the
mously.
Whiteman did obtain from said audit and regulate the salaries of sheriffs, special services were held In the Cath munications have been
A. W. Pollard; Eleventh DisA message from the Governor an
official dispatches Luna,
Inoil
M.
Coal
R.
Turner.
or, and from J. H. Vaughn, treasurer, and which provided that sheriffs must olic Churches, and the shamrock, or Russian army. No
Grant,
to this hour trict,
been
out
nounced
that he had signed Council
have
seen
was
up
given
Miit,
something
representing
San
the sum of $78.90.
of
furnish the transportation for prisonspector, Eugento Romero,
has
No.
or
no
An Act defining preference
Bill
and
94,
press
dispatch
the
at
Irish
The
private
troops
The second indictment charges that ers to be taken to the county seat from everywhere.
Bureau of Immigration: W. B.
.
awaited with guel.
S. soldiers and their
by like means on August 3, 1903, he ob any precinct within the county. Thir- various garrisons were given a day's been received. News Is
Bunker of San Miguel ; Granville Pen- rights of
Council Bill No. 107,
and
widows
intense
leave.
anxiety.
heirs;
tained from the treasilry the further teen joint resolutions and eleven joint
dleton of San Juan; Alfred Grunsfeld,
Irrisum of $26.15.
Chicago, March 17. St. Patrick's
of Bernalillo; Ramon Ami jo, of So- An Act relative to the forming of
memorials were signed by Governor
day was observed with special ser THE PRESIDENT IN NEW YORK. corro, and J. W. Bible of Grant. Board gation companies; Council Bill NO. 117,
The third indictment charges that Otero.
An Act amending Section 2,852 of the
vices in all the Roman Catholic
on August 11, 1903, he by like means
New York, March 17. For the sec of Osteopathy: C. H. Conner of Berna
Churches of Chicago,' those in the ca
Compiled Laws of 1897, relating to
obtained from the territorial treasury
M.
and
A.
of
Chaves,
King
ond time within a month President lillo,
N MEMORY OF DICK DOWLINQ.
to file inventory; Council BUI
failure
on
the
the
thedral
side
north
being
the further sum of $95.95.
to be Charles A. Wheelon of Santa Fe.
No. 134, An Act for the arrest and punHouston, Texas, March 17. The most elaborate. This evening the va Roosevelt came to New York today
4
The fourth indictment charges that
o'clock
at
Council
The
adjourned
at a series of functions ar- ishment of persons abusing dumb aniby like means, on the 13th day of Au most Impressive St. Patrick's day cere- rious Hibernian socIetieswill celebrate I the guest
until 8 o'clock last night.
Presidential
The
in
honor.
his
enternf
with
round
the
dav
tha
usual
ranged
In
mals; House Substitute for Council
gust, 1903, he obtained from theterri monies ever carried out this city were
HOUSE.
I
Bill No. 28, An Act to regulate the
special was met at Jersey City by a deletonal treasury the further sum of those leading up to and Including the tainments and dinners.
Afternoon Session 60th Day.
I
Sons
17.
S.
the
Plans
March
Friendly
Charleston,
practice of osteopathy and creating a
$26.15.
C,
gallon representing
unveiling of a monument In Market
The steering committee reported Board of Osteopathy; House BUI No.
The fifth indictment charges in like Square erected to the memory of Lieut. on an elaborate scale have been com-- of St. Patrick which acted as escort to
terms tnat on the 18th day of August. Di'k Dowling and his little band of pleted for the St. Patrick's day ban-- the home of the President's sister Mrs. Council Bill No. 147, An Act Amending 113, An Act relative to the appropriaAn Act creating the office of coal oil tion of land by railroads, telegraph and
1903, he obtained from the territorial heroes who made famous the battle of quet of the Hibernian Society tonight, rjouglas
Robinson, in West
Govof
Foster
Inspector, recommending that it be telephone companies; House Bill No.
Vermont,
the
sum
further
Presof $85.81.
treasury
geventh 8treet. This afternoon the
Sabine Pass. The programme was an
The report of the committee 120, An Act providing for the consolia
OI
The sixth Indictment charges in like
auinaro"na
Ident attended tha wedding of his niece, was
and charitable
adopted and the bill passed unani dation of benevolent
terms that on the 4th day of Septem elaborate one. It began with special several other men of national reputa- - 1U IBB UICBUUI iVWOU v.. Iff anll
wwuviaa)
St. Patrick's tlon are among the scheduled speakers.
in
this
services
associations.
morning
mously.
1903,
he
obtained
from the terber,
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, which took
The steering committee
reported
The (House concurred unanimously
ritorial treasury the further sum of Church Early in the afternoon there
place at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Council Bill No. HI, by President in the Council amendment to House
was a parade of Confederate veterans
$77.19.
EVACUATION
DAY
CELEBRATED.
h
Henry Parish, In East Seventy-sixtClark, the jury bill, recommending Bill No. 149, an act to protect merThe seventh Indictment charges that and other military and patriotic socle- Boston, March 17. The celebration Street.
that it be passed. The report of the chants against itinerant vendors.
on the 8th day of July, 1904, he, by ies to the site of the monument, where of the
evacuation
of
the
anniversary
was adopted and the bill
committee
obtained
from
like means,
The steering committee reported
the territo the literary exercises of the day were of Boston, for "which Ambassador Jus- a unanimous vote.
Council Bill No. 153, An Act repealing
passed
FELT
AT
by
rial treasury the further sum of held. The principal oration was deliv serand
UNEASINES8
and other men of note are here
Mr. Pendleton moved that the rules Section 3,910, of the Compiled Laws,
$47.05.
WAR8AW AND LODZ.
ered by Governor Lao ham.
as guests of the South Boston CitiAt 2 o'clock this afternoon the court
be
uneasi
17.
Much
March
suspended for the purpose of taking relating to the taking of acknowledgeWarsaw,
zens' Association;-tooplace , today.
House Bill No. 19, to provide for ments affecting real estate, recomof
view
the
Is
Lodz
ness
adjourned until 9 o'clock tomorrow COMPTROLLER IS
in
at
felt
up
The observance 'of the day was con
reserves.
the
of
morning.
mobilization
AFTER INFORMATION. fined
furnishing of proper bonds by Ter- - mending that it be passed. The report
forthcoming
to
the South Boston dls
mainly
Washington, March 17. The comp trlct, as from fortifications erected P
government has requisitioned all ritorial and county officials, in order of the committee was adopted and the
In this district. Workmen in to concur in the Council amendment bill passed unanimously.
MORGAN BELIEVES IN PRIVACY. troller of the currency has issued a there the
patriots compelled the Brit horses
The steering committee reported
Washington, March 17. Soon after call for a statement of the condition of ish to leave. This afternoon there was big factories here threaten to strike thereto. The House concurred In the
the Senate met today, Morgan read national banks at the close of business a big military parade In which the tomorrow and some of the men In amendment by a unanimous vote.
Council Bill No. 85, An Act relating to
the account of the proceedings of the on March 14th.
House Bill No. 94, relating to town the changing of county seats, recomstate militia, coast artillery and smaller factories walked out today.
executive session of the Senate yestership plats, was taken up for the pur- mending that It he passed. The report
marines and jackles from the United
Advertise In the New Mexican and States warships in the harbor toolcl
day and severely arraigned the publicaAdvertise in the New Meadeta and pose of concurring In the Council
tion of the executive sessions.
amendment thereto. The amendment
J6u will InorfM your business.
(Continued on Page Bight)
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
MAX.

Editor

FROST'

PAUL A. F. WALTER.
Manager and Associate Editor
PERCY F. KNIGHT,
Secretary and Treasurer

Entered as Second Class matter at
the Santa Fe Postofflce.
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New Mexican Is the oldest
. iwspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent
so every postofflce In the Territory,
a has a larg and growing circulation among the intelligent and
people of the Southwest.
TL

preached tree planting. It has urged
the school authorities to beautify the
public school grounds. The result has
The school
been
disappointing.
like
look
dumps
still
garbage
grounds
and the trees that have been planted in
the streets have been killed by stray
burros or are neglected otherwise. Yet,
all that would be necessary to bring
about a wholesome change is an energetic committee of the Board of Trade
to visit each one of the eight members of the Board of Education and attend one meeting of that Board and
the flat would go worth to the city superintendent of schools and to the
teachers to observe artor day in a
practical way, to plant trees and
shrubs and flowers on the school
grounds and to take care of them.
Then we could show visitors our school
houses, no matter how plain and ancient, with some sort of pride for the
growing plants would lend a glory to
them. All that would be needed to assure the setting out of 5,000 trees this
spring would be for a similar committee to interview property owners, secure a pledge from each to set out a
dozen trees this spring and guarantee
them that the town police and constables will impound every stray burro in
the city. The Santa Fe River ought

tl,

1905.

their stay agreeable than by locating
here a Fraternal Sanitarium; and bet
ter results will show by the active
work of a few publio spirited, unselfish
individuals than by a Board of Trade
in a marble palace and with thousands
of dollars at its disposal.
THE PEOPLE

ARE WELL SATIS
FIED.
"Now that four thousand dollars has
been appropriated for the Bureau of
Immigration and $1,200 for its secre
tary, there is no further use to publish
letters from railroad firemen out of a
job, ministers looking for a desirable
salary and widows who have money
to invest in attractive coal bearing
lands." Albuquerque Journal.
The Albuquerque Journal is again
mistaken. There is all the more use
in publishing letters from people who
desire to come to New Mexico, and this
paper is gratified to be justly able to
say that the Bureau of Immigration
through its publications and through
its correspondence, has brought many.
this Territory
many people into
and has induced the investment of
great sums of capital in many parts
of the Territory and to some extent in
Is not
The Bureau
Albuquerque.
ashamed of its record nor need it be(
and what is more, the people of the
Territory appreciate its good work, regardless of the opinions of the Jour
nal, in which case, the people are very
level headed and know their own mind

The

iu the round lioo
figuratively expresses the use of moan
unsuited to the desired end. A great
manv tjeoole who have been cured
dvsnensia and other diseases of the stom
ch and its allied organs of digestion uml
nutrition by the use of Dr. Pierce's Goh! n

"The sauare

Deer

rf

i

.

it

Golden Medical Discovery that
found a complete and lasting cure."
$3,000 FORFEIT will be paid

WORLD'S DISPENSARY

MEDICA1.

Proprietors. Buffalo, N. Y.
they cannot show the original signature
of the individual volunteering tl;e te; ti
monial below, and also of the writers
every testimonial among the thousand'
which they are constantly publisliihj;
thus proving their genuineness.
IV.
"It is with pleasure that I tell you wHl
'

of wines,
liquors and cigars that can be

obtained and sell at a reasonable

.

at--

CO

oM

prices.

our employes will treat
courteous manner.
We have all of the popular
games and you can spend a
pleasant hour or two at any time.

E-

-t

you in a

J. E. LACOME, Prop.,

EC

CIATION,

Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and I' llcls
have done for me," writes Mrs. T. M. Palmer.
Peede, Kaufman Co., Texas. "Two years
was taken with stomach and bowel troi'hlo
Everything I ate would put me in distress,
lived two weeks on milk and even that ircvc m
th
pain. I felt as though I would starve to
aiienuea me one saiu i nnu nv
inree aociors
seosia. two said catarrh of the stomach ai:.!
bowels. They attended me (one at a time) for
one year, i stopped taking tneir memcino can
tried" some patent medicine; got no better, n
I grew so weak and nervous my heart woul
flutter. I could not do any kind of work. Now
I can do my house work very welt ; am gatn-nin Jiesn ana sirengui, ami can eat anything I
want."
Accept no substitute for Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery.
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Mcdir-a-l
Adviser is sent free on receipt of stamp
to pay expense or mailing only sent:
21 one-cestamps for the ptiper covered
book, or 31 stamps for the cloth bound
volume.
Address Dr. J4. V. Pierce, Bui
falo, N. Y.
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to be lined with cottonwoods from the
canon down to Agua Fria. This would
be a good year to plant them, it would
not cost much, it would take only a
small effort, but it must be individual
effort, on the part of the Board of
THE TERRITORIAL DISTRICT ATTrade to accomplish it.
TORNEYS.
There are hundreds of vacant but
fenced lots in the city.
Nothing is
Upon the whole, the list of district
UNION
grown on them. As they are, they attorneys sent to the Council by Gov
are eye sores, under cultivation they ernor Otero is as good a one as could
would be beauty spots. There are a have been prepared under the circum
hundred or more native people to be stances. There are some very good
BOARD
TRADE ITS found in this town who would cultivate
OF
THE
lawyers named and it is just and fair
WORK.
these lots if given the opportunity and to say that there will be a better and
Santa Fe has a Board of Trade. If permission to reap the crops. Anoth more thorough prosecution of crimi
Council Bill No. 120, the appropria
this Board did nothing but maintain er committee of the Board of Trade nals in the future than there has been tion bill, had such a momentum be
its existence, this in itself would bene- might secure a list of such lots and heretofore. The districts were ar hind it that it rushed through the
fit the town. But Santa Fe's Board of get temporary cultivators for them. ranged in a bill introduced by Council House with lightning speed. Even the
Trade has done more than that, or There are other lines of work right man Alexander Read and the principle kickers helped to rush it through as
rather a few of its more enthusiastic here in the city which suggest them- that whenever and wherever possible they did not wish their own appropri
members have been up and doing. selves and which an active Board of counties should have district attorneys ations killed. Human nature is hu
They have essayed to accomplish big Trade could take up without it being residing in them, was as carefully ob- man nature even with the alleged
and many things for the town. That necessary to raise big sums by sub served as circumstances would permit great reformers.
they have been unable thus far to loIn this vicinity there has This bill and Mr. Leahy's bili authorizcate big industries, big sanatoria and scription.
The territorial institutions worked
been no real demonstration of the ing the appointment of assistant attor
thousands of new settlers at Santa Fe value of pumpiT
ater from the un-- ; neys in counties outside of the one in hard for increased appropriations and
is not their fault; it is due to the in- derflow for irr
The which the district attorney resides, are they got them. Pressure of that kind
purposes.
nate difficulty of accomplishing these Board of
several hundred two of the commendable and beneficial is hard to resist in Congress and in
results without large means and withstate legislatures and naturally in ter
ten acre plot measures passed by the Thirty-sixt- h
of
out the enthusiastic unselfish support of this la
demonstrated Legislative Assembly. Score another ritorial legislative bodies.
of every tax payer. Nor can Santa Fe that
l or gasoline good point for that body.
pumj.
be accused of lack of public spirit, for engine wou.
The Thirty-sixtLegislative Assem
re would be
this town and county have voted away no difficulty
ale hundreds
"A glance through the appropriation bly has adjourned sine die. "Good-bye- ,
thousands of dollars, have raised big of farmers I
.Santa Fe and bill for the
and fifty-- my lover, good-bye.- "
sums again and again for public en- Lamy and akv
entire Santa Fe eighth fiscal years will convince the
terprises, have taxed themselves to Valley from the canon to Cieneguilla. few remaining sceptics that the chief Statb or Ohio, City of Toledo, )
LUCAS county.
the limit of their means and have Tt would not be difficult to dig a well business
)
of the territorial government
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is
worked and agitated' in season and out at some favorable point, instal a small is the ordering of printing." Albu
senior partner of the nrm of F.J. Cheney A
of season and yet, the results are dis- power pump upon it and to secure a querque Journal.
Co., doing business in the City ofth--Toledo'
t said
and State aforesaid, and
appointing.
Were this printing to be done by County
practical farmer to take charge of the
firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
The error has been that the Board work of showing to the scoffer that ir- the Journal office,
DOLLARS for each and every oase of Catarrh
or were It to aid the that
cannot be cured by the use of Hall's
of Trade and Santa Fe expect too
that own the paper, Catarrh
FRANK J. CHENEY.
rigation and fanning in the Santa Fe rich
Cura.
much from the outside'and did not do Valley can be made a success even if in corporations
me and subscribed in my
would be sworn to before
everything
richer,
getting
of
December. A. u. lasts,
6th
this
day
was
presenoe.
enough for the town itself. There
the water must be pumped.
all right and it would be declared
,
a time when It was thought that all
(oeal.j
Notary Public,
What a score of women, busy with
economy." As the Journal gets Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
Internally.
that Santa Fe needed to make it a big household and social duties, have done "great
none of it, the public printing is and acts directly on the blood and muoous
city was a railroad. The branch from for Santa Fe in keeping up the plaza, called "a graft" and corrupt. The peo surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials
Lamy was built into town and every maintaining a public library, taking pie of the Territory do not agree with free.
V. J . CHEN 11 y.
uu., Toledo, u.
75c.
property owner believed that the fu- care of all the charity cases and doing the Journal, which is another instance Sold by all Druggists,Pills
for
Hall's
Take
constipation.
Family
ture of Santa Fe was assured. But it unostentatious work in other lines,
that they cannot be fooled by the
wasn't. More railroads! was the cry Board of Trade consisting of 200 Journal's
antics.
Trade with advertisers they art
and the line from Espanola was built property owners who have vital Interprogressive.
into the city but strange to say the ests in Santa Fe, ought to duplicate. It
The people of southeastern New
town did not gain much in population was not difficult for a committee last
Mexico wanted some legislation and PROPER TREATMENT OF PNEU
If we only had a third railroad! was year to add scores of names to the these were
given what they wanted
MONIA.
the echo for many years and now that membership
of the Board of Trade Councilman Ballard worked hard and
Pneumonia is too dangerous a dis
the third railroad has come, Santa Fe But the committee secured only the
con ease
for anyone to attempt to doctor
is still a city with no immediate pros names and collected the admission fee effectively for the interests of his
and
stituents
the
Republican
majority
pect of outgrowing Albuquerque or and then its work was dropped. The in the Council, considering that he himself, although he may have the
keeping Roswell from having twice as new members have not been asked ev was the "lone" Democrat in that body, proper remedies at hand. A physician
many people as Santa Fe by the time en to pay their yearly dues for 1905. was very kindly and friendly disposed should always be called. It should be
borne in mind, however, that pneu
of the next census. This is not the There are but few who would not
pay towards him and the projects he in monia
fault of the railroads but of the city $5 or $10 or more annually, if they troduced.
always results from a cold or
of
The people
Chaves, Eddy from an attack of the
which fails to make the most of its op were
grip, and that by
only asked, and if the Board of and Roosevelt Counties should paste
giving Chamberlain's- Cougt Remedy,
portuniities.
Trade would get down to continuous this into their hats.
the threatened attack of pneumonia
It is not the lack of sanitaria to take work instead of
spasmodic effort.
care of health-seekerSt. Vincent's
may be warded off. This remedy is
to have
The Board of Trade
The Thirty-sixtLegislative Assem- also used by physicians In the treatSanitarium and Sun mount can take cosy rooms In which toought
' the
acts
receive
some
bly may have been guilty of
ment of
with the best, rewho
care of all the health-seeker- s
stranger and in which to hold frequent of commission and some of omission sults. Dr.pneumonia
J.
of Sanders,
W.
Smith,
make their wav to Santa Fe. It is not meetings.
The rooms need not be lux- in a few cases where such should not
the lack of a perfect climate, of pic urious, they need but be comfortable; have been, but all in all, it has done Ala., who is also a druggist says of it:
turesque surroundings, of historic at they need not be in a marble palace if right good work. No human institu- "I have been selling Chamberlain's
it in
tractions, of advertising. No other
are only clean and warm. Two tion, political or otherwise, is infalli- Cough Remedy and prescribing
I
six
for
the
town in the universe is as widely and they
past
my
years.
practice
hundred men paying $5 or $10 each an ble, and a careful examination of the
In cases of pneumonia and have
use
it
aa amply advertised as is Santa Fe. It
nually toward the support of the Board laws passed shows that the Thirty-sixt- h always gotten the best results." Sold
Is not because Santa Fe is not on the of Trade and with an
energetic, paid
Legislative Assembly did very
all druggists.
main line of a big railroad. There are secretary to direct their efforts for the
well and that many excellent and by
scores of towns on the main line of the public good, can accomplish wonders meritorious measures have been en
Santa Fe which have died a slow death for Santa Fe.
INFLAMMATORY
RHEUMATISM
.
acted.
or are much worse off than is Santa
CURED.
is not to disparage what has
This
Fe.
William Shaffer, a brakeman of
The Territory, from,.today on, has a
by the Board of
It is not because no effort has been been accomplished out
Ohio, was confined to his bed
tried
and
well
and
what might
but to point
arranged
complete,
made to secure" industries.' Santa Fe Trade, to
is consider- method for the incorporation of com- for several weeks with Inflammatory
be
done.
There
ought
had a cannery at one time but it is no able
truth in the saying that it is more panies for industrial, mining and rheumatism. "I used many remedies,"
longer in existence, Santa Fe had
to live in a beautiful, quiet- business purposes. The provisions of he says. "Finally I sent to McCaw's
preferable
planing mills, had flour mills, had a ly prosperous town of 10,000 ' people, the new law will benefit the territorial drug store for a bottle of Chamber
cake factory and they all languished.
city of 100,000 with 30,000 treasury to the extent of from $12,000 Iain's Pain Balm, at which time. I was
Santa Fe had opportunities to secure than in amiles
of dark alleys and to $15,000 this year and more so during unable to use hand or foot, anJ In one
paupers,
a tannery, a scouring mill and its acres
of
slums, and if the Board of the next fiscal year. The new law will week's time was able to go to work as
Board of Trade has been working to se
clam." For, sale by all
cannot
make Santa Fe a manu- be found to work well. Score a good happy as
Trade
cure other industries, but it is not that
,.
druggists.
Thirty-sixt- h
can
make
the
for
It
of
100,000,
point
Legislative
which is so much lacking in Santa Fe facturing city
town
a
a
Fe
Santa
good
Assembly.
beautiful,
as enterprise in small things, a public
BEST REMEDY FOR CONSTIPA- to live in, a place In which there
spirit that will beautify its own' home, place
TION.
In
col
a
Journal
no
ev
The
which
are
a
Albuquerque
paupers and place
that endeavors to make of its town, no
"The
wants
finest
to
one
umn
he
for constipation
know:
to
"Has
be
who
would
visits
article
like
remedy
ery
matter how small, a "beauty spot, a
his home, just as every one who has the courage to do it?" It means, will I ever used is Chamberlain's Stomach
com
harmonious
bustling, progressive,
Frank W. and Liver Tablets," says Mr. EH But
visited Pasadena, thereafter makes it Governor Otero
rnunity.
to accumulate Clancy to be district attorney of the ler, of Frankville, N. Y. "They act
the
his
life
of
ambition
The New Mexican has for years sufficient means to
enable him to own Second Judicial District, the largest gently and without any unpleasant efpreached the necessity and the advan a villa In that beautiful town and live in the
Territory? In this editorial ar- fect, and leave the bowels in a per
tage of well lighted streets; business there the remainder of his life.
sizes this question up at great fectly naturaf condition." Sold by all
ticle
it
men have often remarked how beauti
so
new
Is
much
in
not
It
Indeed, at too great a length. druggists.
securing
length,
ful and attractive it would be if the
is simple and in a few
answer
The
we
have
as
dustries
those
retaining
plaza were lighted up brilliantly at and
name was sent to GIVES HEALTH, VIGOR AND TONE.
words.
Mr.
It
and
them
Clancy's
grow,
proper
making
night and yet years rolled by, and Is not In
Council
and confirmed.
come
to
here
the
Herbine Is a boon for sufferers from
people
Legislative
getting
some years Santa Fe had no street
but to stay here wherein the secret of
aneamia. By Its use the blood Is quickthem
had
in
at
all
has
and
others
lights
Superintendent H. 0. Bursum of the ly registered and the color becomes
for a few months at the rate of a doz the town's growth lies and by making
would nSanormal. The drooping strength is re-. Penitentiary
en amall Incandescent lamps to the Santa Fe clean, beautiful and giving it Territorial
of
an
the Aisseni- - vived. The languor is diminished.
and
increase
have
the
of
pay
prosby
appearance
enterprise
on
one
man,
square mile. Then came
was
he de- Health, vigor and' tone predominate.
but
offered
more
will
It
be
than
him,
bly.
perity,
accomplished
ly a few weeks ago, and made an indl by
New life and happy activity results.
raising a bonus of $100,000 to locate clined it. Mr. Bursum is all right.
vldual canvass of the merchants on
here. More can be done
Mrs. Belle H. Shirel, Middlesborough,
the plaza. He found a ready response a big factory health-seekers
to give a
Albuquerque is a robust town. It Is Ills., writes: "I have been troubled
and today the plaza Is brilliantly lit by Inducing
at
Sunmount
in spite of Its newspapers.
life
trial
and
to
with liver complaint and poor blood,
growing
making
and
up every night, and the visitor
and have found nothing to benefit me
tourist to the city Is impressed with
like Herbine. I hope never to be withthe fact that as far as lighting up the Always Rcrofibar th
ill tama
out it I have wished that I bad
business district is concerned, modern
1 amine
axative JJrorao
ontwy
of It In my husband's lifetime."
Ideas prevail In Santa Fe.
as known
ISA
hat,
60o
Fischer Drug Co.
t
For yean the New Mexican hat
pro-tressi-
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vvc

ASUO

xford Qlub
keep the best brands
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medicines with only temporary beiiciit
It was not until we began ttie use
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GEORGE E. ELLIS, Prop.
and steamhetted
The most conveniently loccted and only
Hotel in the city, Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clafire-pro- of

ss

Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men.

connected.

3L.2T:XITG3L.2X- or DSTJTIROX'E.S.IT
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h

PLAN

Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in
Building Corner Plaza and San Francisco Street.

THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.

Santa Fe,

ISTew IvCexico
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OF SANTA FE

The oldest banking Institution in New Mexico. Established In 1870.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
HENRY L. WALDO, Vice President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.

Surplus and Undivided Profits

Capital $150,000.

$55,000.

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Leans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks in all markets for
its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers of money to all parts of the civilized
g
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month's or year's term.
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and
aims to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as Is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety Deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public Is respectfully solicited.
,
money-transmittin-

.

'he reasons are obvious
why yot should patr onUe

OUR PLAGE
Only High Grade Liquors and Cigars

Kept in Stock!

COURTEOUS TREATMENT TO ALL

W. R. PRICE, Prop.

Telephone No. J 7.

A. F. SPIE6EL BERG
357

San Francisco 8treet.

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios
ruftrn,

Pottery, Rag,

Wet

Fthr

Draws Work. Opals, Turqooim,

P. F. IJAHLEY

Fine Wines, Ufrnort&Cigars

Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday. March 17, 1905.

Clearing Sale!

BILLS THAT
BECAME LAW
The New Mexican herewith begins
of a list of the bills

the publication
passed by the

Thirty-sixt-

h

Legislative

ern boundary. The road is to be built
by convict labor; the first link to be
completed is the Scenic Highway be
tween Santa Fe and Las Vegas and
$10,000 are appropriated for that pur
pose. A stone arch Is to be erected at
the southeast corner of the Plaza at
Santa Fe to mark the end of the Santa Fe trail and all historic spots along
the Camino Real are to be marked

"Wis

Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 5531.) '
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Febru-

ary

27, 1905.

Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof
in support
his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the register
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M on
April 14, 1905, viz.:
SW
Cristoval Pena for the NE
N 2 SE
section 11, NW 4
SW
section 12, T 9 N, R 9 E.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Ventura Baros, Camllo Valencia,
Jose Ortiz y Pino, of Gallsteo, N. M.;
Anastacio Chavez, of Moriarty.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

d

Newport News, Va., July 22, 190J.
Assembly and which have become law
Last summer while recovering from 11either by Governor Otero's signature with stone monuments.
ness
01 lever, 1 naa a severe attack Of
and
Bridges
To make room for new Spring Stock all
or by limitation. The laws come in culverts are to
be built by convict la- Inflammatory Rheumatism ia the knees,
the order of their approval and the bor and boards of
from which I was unable to leave my
goods marked down to bargain fprlces
county commission- room for
several months. I was treated
publication of the list will be continued ers are authorized to
levy a special tax bv two doctors and also tried HiffMtnt
I carry large line of men's hats and furnishuntil completed.
not to exceed one mill to defray the kinds of linaments and medicines which
Council Bill No. 3, approved Febru
El Camino seemed to relieve me from pain for
expense of
ings, Clothing dry goods, hoots and "shoes,
ary 2, An Aot providing funds and Real throughconstructing
their
counties. while, but at the same time I was not
particular
ladies furnishings Children Clothing inclad-ing- s
making appropriations for the pay The work is to be in
of the say nearer getting well. One day while
charge
ment of the district judge and the board of
commissioners reading a paper I saw an advertisement
sweaters, Caps, shoes and etc. My enpenitentiary
clerk of the District Court of the Sixth and
of S. S. S. for Rheumatism. I decided
the superintendent of the
to give it a trial, which I did at once.
tire line ot Carpets, and Rogs, will be sold
Judicial District for the fifty-fiftand
After I had taken three bottles I felt a
fifty-sixtfiscal year, appropriating
House Bill No. 70 .approved Febru great deal better, and 1 still continued
Cheap. My Store has been moved from the
$2,125 for the judge and $4,534 for the
ary 15, An Act to provide the funds to take it regularly until I was entirely
Catron Block to store room occupied by A.
clerk.
Have your stationery printed by tbe
for the purpose of defraying the ex ourtd. I now feel better than for years,
Council Bill No. 30, approved Februsnd I cheerfully recommend S. S. 8. to New Mexican Printing Corriany.
C. Ireland's Drag store on
Francisco St.
pense of boarding prisoners. It
one suffering from Rheumatism.
ary 2, An Act to amend an act entitled
Notice for Publication.
boards
county commission any
Chas. B. Gildsrslkkve.
613 33d St
"An Act to create the county of Tor- ers in first class of
counties to levy a tax
(Homestead Entry No. 5165.)
rance and to provide for the govern- not to exceed three mills for the
Rheumatism is caused by uric add or Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Febru
pur
ment thereof. The act adds a num- pose of
funds to defray the some other acid poison in the blood,
ary 27, 1905.
providing
ber of new townships to Torrance
Notice is hereby given that the fol
of boarding county prisoners which when deposited in the muscles
expense
and joints, produce the sharp, cutting
County, locates its county seat at Es- in county jails.
lowing named settler has filed notice
tancia instead of at Progreso and at
pains and the stiffness and soreness pe- of his intention to make final
Amenaea uouncn Bill No. 26, ap culiar
proof in
diS.
this
disease.
to
6.
S.
goes
taches the county to the Second Judi proved1
SOUTH SI DE. PLAZA.
of his claim, and that said
20, the Ranger Bill, rectly into the circulation, all irritasupport
February
cial District instead of to the Sixth. An Act to
organize and equip a com ting substances are neutralized and proof will be made before the regis
It also provides for the payment of pany of mounted
police for the Terrl altered out of the system, the blood is ter or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
$25,000 to the County of Valencia, as
or Mew Mexico. The bill pro made pare and the general health is April 12, 1905, viz.:
tory
its share of that county's indebted vides for a company of territorial built up under the purifying and tonic
Manuel Sandoval y Balemlo, for the
Fresh Flowers all the Time!
Fresh Fruits in Season)
enectsot uu vege- E
ness; the turning over by the collector rangers to consist of the following to
SW
NE
NE
SE 4
table remedy.
of Valencia County of all school mon be appointed by the Governor: A cap11
15
R
E.
T
NW
section
N,
28,
Write for our speeys apportioned on January 1, 1905, tain of $2,000 a year; a lieutenant to
He names the following witnesses
cial book on Rheubelonging to the new county and for receive $1,500 a year; a sergeant to rematism which is to prove his continuous residence upon
the copying of such records, including ceive $1,200 a year. He is also to ensent free. Our phy- and cultivation of said land, viz.:
sicians will advise
deeds, conveyances and mortgages ap roll eight privates, each at $900 per
Teofilo Herrera, Rafael Sena, of
without charge all Cows Spring, N. M.; Felix Rouquillo,
pertaining to the new county and filed year. The Territory 'is to furnish
who will write as Nicolas
in the county of Valencia.
eleven stands of breech loading rifles
San Miguel Street, Near tbe Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.
Garcia, of Santa Fe, N. M.
about their case.
Council Bill No. 40, the Martin
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and ammunition and each member
,rr FLOWERS A SPECIALTY
Act, approved February 4, An Act must furnish his other equipment. All Tb Swift 8peolfle Company, Atlanta, 8a.
Register.
to provide for the issuance of certifl horses killed in action are to be recates
of Indebtedness for the payment placed by the Territory. The members
WEDDING BOUQUETS
DECORATIONS
of appropriations for the relief of flood are to be enrolled for twelve months
FLORAL DESIGNS
sufferers, the building of dykes and for and the captain of the company shall
other purposes. The bill provides for use his own discretion as to the manP. O. Box 457
M
J0
&
&
Telephone No, 12
the Issuance of $50,000 of five year, ner of operations, selecting for his
SUNSHINfc ROUTE, Jvia TORRANCE GATEWAY.
six per cent territorial certificates of base the most unprotected and exposed
indebtedness, the proceeds to be dis settlement of the Territory. As far as Connecting with the E. P. & N. E. and Chicago, Rock Island fc Pacific R. R.
tributed as follows for the relief of applicable, army rules and' discipline Shortest line out of Santa Fe. or New Mexico, to
Chicago, Kansas Citv orSt. Louis
flood sufferers:
County of Grant shall govern the company. The rang
8 $3,000; Dona Ana $4,000; Sierra ers shall have full power to make ar
E- - G- When you travel take the
$1,000; Socorro $4,000; Valencia
rests. A levy of one-hal- f
mill is1 pro
Bernalillo $4,000; San Miguel vided to meet the expense of the com
!
BEST, SAFEST
NEW LIN K
$2,000; pany, which is not to exceed $13,000
$4,000; Mora $3,000; Colfax
OFFICE CLAIRE HOTEL.
Taos $3,000; Rio Arriba $3,000; Leon a year, $1,200 a year being
AND
appropriat
ard Wood $1,000; Sandoval $2,000, and ed for contingent expenses.
the following sums for the building of
SHORTEST
House Bill No. 89, approved Febru
dykea at Albuquerque $4,000; Socorro ary 20, An Act to abolish the county
MANUNACTURER OF
$3,000; San Marcial $2,500; Hlllsboro of Sandoval created by an aot entitled,
ROAD
DEALER IN
$1,500.
to
Act
An
create
San
of
the
county
exican Filigree
Fine chair cars, elegant
Council Bill No. 35, approved Febru- doval, approved March 10, 1903, and
Watches, Clocks. Jewelry
Pullmans and Tourist cars,
ary 9, An Act fixing the time for hold creating a new county with different
ing terms of the District Court in the boundaries with the name of Sando
superh
dining cars.
and
Paintefl China.
Fifth Judicial District of the Territory val. The bill provides for new bounda
ON WHEELS."
"BEST
of New Mexico. The following dates ries of the county of Sandoval, a
Repair of Fine Watches.and Jewelrv Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs-anM
j
for convening district court are set change of county seat from Sandoval
Tickets on sale to Chicago
Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
Carlsbad, the first Monday of March to Bernalillo and that the indebtedness
Kansas City, St. Louis, E
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
and the first Monday of September; of the county of Sandoval to Bernalll
Paso and all points East.
Portales, the first Monday of April and lo and the Indebtedness
of the
sell
We also
tickets
the first Monday of October; Roswell, county of Sandoval to the county of
the third Monday of April and the Bernalillo shall be $66,000 to bear five
TO EUROPE.
third' Monday of October.
per cent Interest. The county is
No.
Bill
Febru
House
73,
approved
one
in
the
given
legisla
representative
Dealer in
Via the Cunard Steamship
ary 9, An Act to establish an insurance ture and another together with the
Line, the Od Dominion
Furniture. Queensware, Onttlery Tinware. department in the Territory of New counties of Bernalillo
and McKinley.
Steamship Company, and
Mexico and to regulate Insurance com The county is attached to the Second
Shoves and Ranges.
the North German Lloyd
act
The
therein.
business
TH
E
CONNECTING
parries doing
Judicial District.
Household Goods of All Kinds Sold or is based on a similar act of Colorado
Line.
Amended Council Bill No. 32, ap
and provides for the creation of a ter- proved February 20, An Act to amend
G R E AT R A I LWAY SYSTEMS
Easy Payments-BuFast Freight
Special
ritorial insurance department, the ap Section 541 of the Compiled Laws of
five to six
Line
OF
arranged
and Sell all kinds of Second HacdGoooi pointment of superintendent of insur the Territory of New Mexico. The
days from Chicago, Kansas
ance by the Governor, who is to give act defines the boundary between Taos
NEW
City and St. Louis.
and Mouldings a bond of $20,000 and is to receive an and Rio Arriba counties, throwing the
UndertaKing am EmDaimiog Picture Frames
annual salary of $2400, which is to be settlement of Tres Piedras entirely inMaria n Order.
Chas. Wagner Licensed Embalmvr
paid out of the insurance fund, the sur- to Taos County.
Residence 'Phone No. z.
Telephone No. zo. San Francisco Street. plus from which is to be turned into
Council Bill No. 17, approved FebShortest line to El Paso, Mexico, and the southwest. The only first- the territorial purpose fund. Insurance ruary 20, An Act providing for the class route to California via Santa Fe Central, El
and
companies are to pay the following payment and distribution of moneys Southern Pacific.
fees: Filing certified copy of articles and funds belonging to insolvent es
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
of incorporation $50; filing power of tates of deceased persons. It provides Close connections at Torrance with THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED fast
KOSWELL. NEW MEXICO.
trains for all points east and west. Service unsurpassed. Dining, Library
attorney and statement $50; copy of for the pro rata distribution of such
. settlement
and Pullman Cars of the latest pattern. Berths reserved by wire.
of
and
deed
$50;
charter
estates
ac
whose
the
creditors
among
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
"
TRY OUR ROUTE.
filing annual statement $20; ' certifi- counts have been proven and allowed.
and
the
business
Established
cates of authority to transact
Council Bill No. 56, approved Febru
Territory.
Supported by
in New Mexico $2; certificate of au- ary 22, the Libel Law, An Act to reS. B. GRIMSHAW.
Coof
Eastern
Standard
all
SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS,
graduates
thority for use of agents $2; for each peal a certain law entitled "An Act IV. H. ANDREWS,
G. F. & P. A
lleges. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comr
20
to repeal an act of the 28th Legisla
copy of any paper filed in the office
water-worksteam-heateall conveniences.
I
&
baths,
plete;
cents per folio; for affixing seal and tive Assembly of the Territory of New
certification of any paper $1. A tax of Mexico, entitled, "An Act to define the
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8200 per session. Session Is
J. A. KNOX,
two per cent is levied on all prem- offense of libel and affix the punish
three terms of thirteen weeks each.
P. A
F.
iums collected in New Mexico. The ex- ment therefor, passed over veto Janu
ROSWEIrlr is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
penses of the office outside of the sal ary 30, 1889, approved February 8,
ary of tbe insurance commissioner are 1893."
REGENTS-Nath- an
Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J C. Lea
H
limited to $1,200 per year to be paid
Council Bill No. 27, approved Feb
and E. A. Cahoon
out of the insurance fund. The act ruary 22, An Act entitled "An Aot to
SUDt.
W.
COL.
address
J.
WILLSON,
particulars
provides penalties for its violations amend Section 2 of Chapter XLIV. of
and provides for the regulation of the the Laws of the 33d Legislative Asseminsurance business in the Territory.
bly approved March 15, 1899;" the
Council Bill No. 19, approved Febru- same being an act for the protection
ary 10, An Act empowering cities and of stock raisers and to prevent the
17 Years' Experience.
towns to build Btreet crossings and to sale of dressed meats that have been
Telephone 126.
assess the cost thereof against proper- stolen in the Territory of New Mexico.
'
Office at Exchange Stables
ty owners. Upon petition of five tax The act makes it felony for any percan
go to California.
payers, city authorities are authorized son to offer fresh meat for sale from
to lay out crossing districts. After animals killed by him within the Terany day between' March
hearings granted1 to tax payers in such ritory, unless able to produce the hide
1st and May J 5th for
district upon the questiony the city of such animal upon demand of any in
council or board of trustees shall de- spector or peace officer.
little more than
Council Bill No. 2, approved March
termine what portion of the work is to
amend1
an
to
act
An
Act
21,
of
real
entitled,
owner
half
fare
be paid by each
property
one way.
in the district and to assess each lot "An Act relating to corporations, do
All the way.
Feed Stable in Connection.
or parcel with its proportionate share mestic and foreign, prescribing fees
Travel comfortably in tourist
ENTRANCE OPP08ITE P. WUNSCHMANN & CO.'S OFFICE.
of such total amount, such amount to to be paid for filing their articles, and
.
H. S. Lati, Ticket Afeat
be a lien upon the property, to bear 8 for other purposes, approved March
Pullman or chair car
19, 1903," and an act entitled "An Act
A.
T. &. S. P. Ry.,
per cent Interest per annum.
Anunusual oppurtunity to inCouncil Substitute for Council Bill requiring corporations to publish their
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
No. 38. aDDroved February 10. An Aot articles of incorporation,
approved
spect California farm lands.
March 21, 1901." Tbe act provides!
a
to
of
for
construction
the
provide
INCORPORATED58
Z2T""
system of public highways in the Ter- that the incorporation fee for water
ritory of New Mexico and the use of users' associations incorporated under
.convict labor therefor and for other the Federal Reclamation Act shall be
high- $1 and that such associations as have
purposes. The act establishes
way to be known as El Camino Real, paid more shall have the fee above $1
to have its northern terminus at Ra- refunded.
ton pass and its southern' terminus at
COMFORTS OF TRAVEL.
El Paso, following the Santa Fe trail
The
of
porter on the California Limited
the
Cimarron,
Raton,
city
through
Grain, Flour and Potatoes,' Stationery,
Rayado, Ocate, Mora, Las Vegas, then this winter will be prepared to press a
over the Scenic Highway to Santa Fe, gentleman's trousers while he waits.
Patent Medicine and Grocers Sundries.
thence to Cerrillos, San Pedro, Albu- This Is a new wrinkle, Introduced for
F MWBtAL WaTBH 4
jt Jt tUCL CSKtS ftfisVTLT RUD
querque, crossing the Rio Grande at the benefit of fastidious dressers. It
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.
Portales, to Los Lunas, Socorro, San lent absolutely necessary to carry
S3.
Gcadaiepe
Antonio, San Marcial, Bngle, across the along an extra pair ot trousers, either;
Fe, H. EL Phone
del Muerto to a point near the porter works while you sleep.
Jornado
8ANTA FE, N. M.
Fort Seldom, to Dona Ana, Las Graces,
ALSO HANDLE BOTTLED CALIFORNIA CHAMPAGNE CIDER.
Mesllla Park, Anthony to the south
Advertise, it pays.
1-
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FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
in

Santa Fe Central Railway System

KANAUER,

Real Estate and Stock Broker

$4,-00-

THE

H. C. Yontz

.

JEWELRY
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Chas. Wagner Furniture Co.

ALL

MEXICO
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Pres.
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Traveling

sea-leve- l;

and

Low Rate Spring Trips
To Sunny California

J. L. VAi ARSDELL

Hacks and Baggage

f

II

H. B. Cattwright & Bo.,
WHOLESALE GOCERS

$25.00, a

inr

Lcmp's St Levis Beer.
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come law, was a passenger for San
Marcial this evening. He expects to
ESTABLISHED 1856
INCORPORATED 1903
resume
the publication of his paper,
PERSONAL
the San Mardial Bee, at an early date.
Edward W. Fox, register of the.U.
S. Land Office at Clayton, arrived in
W. P. McGee, representing a Denver the city last evening. He came to atbusiness firm, is a visitor in the
tend to personal affairs and incidentally to do a little political missionary
work. J. J. Brophy of the same town,
W. P. McGraham, a Denver
drug who is a candidate
Our $5, $6, and $7 Hanan & Son salesman, attended to
for appointment on
Sanin
business
shoes are beauties to look at and lux- ta Fe
mounted
the
force, came with
police
today.
uries to the foot.
him.
Deputy Revenue Collector A. J.
They represent all the goodness Loomis
Representative M. B. Stockton, of
has returned from a trip to
inskill
can
that money, pain and
put
Colfax County, left this morning for
towns
in
New
northern
Mexico.
to shoes.
E. W. Fox, register of the land office his Raton home. The session just
Made on the new lasts from the
You
closed was Mr. Stockton's second term
at
Clayton, is in the city on personal in the
best of Patent Ideal, Kid and Calf
himhe
and
proved
Assembly
leathers and founded on Oak tanned business and on a visit to friends.
self in every way a faithful and hard
soles.
Public Printer James G. McNary working
not only for
J. L.
&
editor of the Optic, went to Las Vegas the countyrepresentative,
of Colfax, but for the peoA Wfdth and Size For
Co.,
in
this morning to resume his editorial ple generally.
Foot.
duties.
Every
Hon. Charles A. Ballard, who repre:
ffEGlSTEBEb
, t .
y-'This is a great shoe for dressy gen
Judge Henry L. Waldo, solicitor for sented the Ninth Council District in
viin
the Santa Fe Railway for New Mexico, the Legislative Assembly just closed
tlemen to wear.
was a passenger for Kansas City this and who made a
recremarkably good
morning.
ord, went to Trinidad this morning en
We
Boone C. Vaughn, sheriff of San Juan route home. Mr. Ballard, during the
Rain
County, arrived in the Capital last session, made many
good friends
night to attend the U. S. District Court among the leading men of the Terriwhich is now in session here.
tory and among the people of Santa
in
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Rider, of Indian Fe.
W. E.. Lindsey, practicing attorney
apolis, Indiana, spent yesterday and
clerk of
today in the city. They are tourists at Portales, and
Roosevelt County, who has been in
and are en route to Oaliforni
town for several days watching legisAdjutant General A. P. Tarkington
and family returned to their home at lative proceedings, left for his home
Las Vegas on Wednesday night after yesterday. Mr. Lindsey called at the
Exclusive selling Agents.
New
Bureau of Immigration and
a visit to Mrs. Tarkington's old home office of the
500 bulletins on Roosevelt
secured
in Iowa.
P. O. BOX 219.
County, which he will distribute to
PHONE 36.
John S. Fullerton, assessor of Socor
It's easy enough for a salesman to have you slip Into
Immigrants and persons ask
intending
ro County, who was here interested in
a suit, take you. before a mirror, pat you on the back,
ing for information
concerning the
WB
4
legislative
proceedings
during the county. He is one of the original set
J
Did you ever see anything fit so perfectly?
and say:
"Tfie Lowest Priced House Id me City for Fine Boons"
week, was among those who went tlers of that section of New Mexico
Look at the way that collar hugs the neck: how wellf
home Wednesday.
and has done much good service in ad
the shoulders set!" Ac, &c.
B. G. Wilson, New Mexico manager
vertising its .resources and in bringing
for the Continental Oil Company, who settlers to it.
has been in Santa Fe during the week
General Manager W. S.
of
on business, left last night for Albu- the New Mexico Fuel andHopewell
Iron Com
querque.
A. E. IRWIN M,gr.
OTTO RETSCH, Propr.
pany, returned yesterday from his
But how about the wear of the fit? Depends upon
Edward A. Playter, principal of the ranch home at Hillsboro, Sierra Coun
the tailoring. What is to hold that collar in place or to
Santa Fe public schools last year, and ty, where he has been for the last
who went from here to Denver, Colo- several days attending the bedside of
keep those shoulders in shape?
rado, is again at Washington, D. C, his his younger son, who has been very;
80 don't go altogether by appearance; Judge by
former home.
very 111, but who Is now out of danger,
what you know of the reputation of the store.
As
the boy's case was very serious
B.
S.
of
district
Davis, Jr.,
attorney
Ever since I have been in the clothing business I
the Fourth Judicial District, was a Mr. Hopewell left all of his multifari
Situated in the Catron Block.
have stood and ve shall continue to stand back of
north bound passenger on this morn ous and important duties to aid Mrs
in
The
the
for"
very piece of clothing I sell to the end.
Las Vegas, after spend- Hopewell
boy.
nursing
ing's train
If, when the Reason Is over, you think you haven't
ing a few days here on legal business. many friends of the Hopewell family
Be
nad your money's worth of wear, come back and let me
Charles A. Spiess, attorney of the El here and throughout the Territory gen
be
will
the
to
know
that
glad
erally,
&
Paso
Durango Railroad, who has
pay you what I owe you.
has passed.
spent the past week here on legal and danger
This is a safe lore to tie to for clothes.
Home-mad- e
meals.
This restaurant will serve the best, first-clas- s
Meadwent
to
his
legislative business,
NAVAHO
RESERVATION
serve
will
and
ow City home on this morning's Santa
the best coffee that
bread, fresh ranch butter and eggs,
INCREASED IN SIZE
Fe train.
can be bought. Will serve eastern meats.
The Navaho Reservation which
J. M. C. Chaves, one of the leading situated in New
Mexico, Arizona and
citizens of the Chama River country Utah has been increased
REGULAR MEALS
in size by the 0
DINNER AND SUPPER, FOR 35c EACH.
and who has fine orchards and ranches addition of
30,000 acres in Utah. The
Meal
Ticket Twenty-on- e
Meals, for $6.00.
at Abiquiu, Is in town on personal land is
In
the
occupied
by
already
business. He is accompanied by Val dians and President Roosevelt issued
entin Montoya of the same place.
SHORT ORDERS A' LA CARTE, AT ALL HOURS.
the executive order for the annexation
.Capt. J. H. McClintock.postmaster at of the land to the reservation in order
Open till 12 O'Clock Midnight.
Phoenix, Arizona, and a Rough Rider to forestall a clash with white men
who stands close to President Roose- who intended to settle on this land.
Ladies, don't worry about a cook. Come to the Plaza Restaurant
SUCCESSOR TO SALMON & ABOUSLEMAN.
velt, is a visitor in Santa Fe, being on
his way home from the inaugural
and
get good home meals, served family style. Special rates for chilSHOT DOWN IN COLD BLOOD,
ceremonies at Washington, D. C.
dren. Separate rooms for families.
A murder is reported from Los Pilos
District Attorney and Mrs. J. Leahy in the foothills of the Capitan Moun
were passengers for their Raton home tains, Ldncoin county. A young man
RestaurMoney will not be spared to make the Plaza a first-clas- s
on this morning's Santa Fe train. Mr, from Kansas, who was seeking em
ant.
II Leaby proved himself one of the best ployment on the Hondo Reservoir con
and most careful members of the leg struction, was shot down by three
islative council during the session.
sheepmen, who stole Ms horse and
Secretary Will C. Barnes, of the Cat saddle. The young man's name Is not
tle Sanitary Board, who was here dur given but a warrant has been issued
ALL PERIODICALS
ing the week looking after legislative at Lincoln for the arrest of one of his
affairs connected with the cattle grow murderers.
ing industry of the Territory, was
north bound passenger for Las Vegas
Can be obtained at the
ARIZONA JUDGE NOMINATED,
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
this forenoon.
President Roosevelt on Wednesday
Hon. D. C. Winters, of Las Vegas sent to the Senate the nomination of
CERRILLOS and MONERO
who represented the county of San Mi J. H. Campbell of Arizona, to be asso
guel faithfully and efficiently in the ciate justice of the Supreme Court of
ANTHRACITE
BITUMINOUS
Thirty-sixt- h
Legislative Assembly, re Arizona.
turned this morning to his home. Mr.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
"DO YOU KNOW."
Winters, for a new member, did very
effectual work.
no
one wants
The supposition is that
We want to call your attention to the superior qualitv of "r
Eugenlo Romero, treasurer and col poor whiskey any more than they do
LUMP COAL, which is screened, free from dirt and bone.
lector of San Miguel County, arrived poor coffee or tei, yet they purchase it
in the city yesterday from Las Vegas, not knowing the difference. The best
WOOD
He was appointed coal oil inspector costs no more. We handle bonded
KINDLING
Cut any size desired
"THE CLUB."
of the Territory by Governor Otero goods exclusively.
reafternoon
and today
All orders will receive prompt and .careful attention.
yesterday
ceived the congratulations of Ms many
Advertise your business. It pays. JFFICE: Garfield Avenue, Near A. T. 8. F. Depot
PHONE NO, 85
friends.

Shoe Elegance
For Good
Dressers

UN

SeligmanBros.Co.

S

Spring, 1905

are cordially invited to call at your
earlest convenience upon the undersigned
exclusive Selling Agent for
Gatzert

Chicago's Leadars fine Tailoring, and
inspect one of the largest aud handsomest
linesof Spring Samples ever shown
this
cinity.
are prepared to take your measure for
a Spring Suit or Overcoat, new Style
Coat, or Pantaloons, and can guarantee you
Satisfaction
evry respect.
Yours very truly,

--

4000 Styles
Of the Latest Fabrics.

SELIGMAN BROS. CO.,

It's So Easy
et

Santa Fe,

Mexico.

ap s

The Plaza Restaurant

W

Op

for Business

m

20(1

Test Us On Yew Spring Suit.

NATHAN SALMON

-

(Daily

.

Papers

Books and Stationery
. JACOB WELTMER .

CAPITAL COAL YARD

cO

.

--

WALL PAPER
Our New Stock of Wall Paper
has arrived and is ready for your
inspection. It is the most beautiful line ever shown in Santa Fe.
It will pay you to call and get
first choice. Remarkable prices
prevail.

1 1 IliB Ml SIR
A.

228 San Francisco Street.

Santa Fe, N. M.

CORD WOOD

J. M. Freeman, of Greeley, Colorado,
one of the leading attorneys of the
Centennial State and who is very well
and favorably known in this city, hav
ing visited here at many intervals during the past twenty-fiv- e
years, Is a
guest at the Palace. He is here on
legal business.
Captain Thomas Brannigan, of Las
Cruces, who served as assistant sergeant at arms of the House during the
session, went home this afternoon via
the Santa Fe Central and the El Paso
& Northeastern. Captain
Brannigan,
wherever placed, performs his duties
faithfully and well.
Captain M. Cooney, former mayor of
Socorro and
of Socorro
of the
County, as well as
Legislative Assembly, after attending
to business before the session and pro
curing the passage of a measure in
which he Is interested, returned home
Wednesday evening.
Representative H. H. Howard of Socorro ,who made a very good record
during the session and who introduced
several good measures which have be

SANTA

i

and

FIRE

FE, NEW MEXICO

TEETH OF CHILDREN
Few mothers know how vitally Important
is the care of a child's first teeth.
The
beauty of the permanent set depends almost
It.
entirely upon

GOZODONT
TOOTH POWDER

THE OLD CURIO STORE i

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

Indian and

used with SOZODONT Liquid, prevents
accumulation of tartar, yet being free from
grit does not scratch the enamel. Do not
Insist on
experiment on baby's teeth.
SOZODONT.
FORMS: LIQUID, POWDER, PASTE,

Chairs

neoa

8. OANDKLARIO
San FrauoUco St,

M!

lexican

Curios

Our stock la the largest In the city and we are
adding goods every day.
We Guarantee satisfaction or refund your money.
After you have visited other stores and obtained
m
prices, call on us and get our pria

We are here to stay.QWe are not closing out
stock, but increasing it every day. This Is the
oldest established native curio store in Santa Fe.
If you have any chairs to cane, call
like the business and you will always find us at
C
We
.
14
BOX
on Mrs. E. C. Rlddley at 103 Guada
'
STAND ready to please you.
OLD
the
lupe 8treet, Santa Fe, N. M.
The beat place to buy Indian and Mexican Blanket, Pottery and Ouriot, alt
A Want Ad will bring you results.
Relict from the Cliff Dwellings. Beauti ul Mexican Drawn Work, Box 846

SMOKERS, THIS WILL INTEREST YOU!

The Finest Line of Clear Havana and Domestic Cigars
SANTA FE.
EVER SHOWN
ffiELAKJEKS PHARMACY
IN

II

."Was

X
Saute Fe New Mexican, Friday, March

H'lHOB

by Rev. A. M. Harkness, of Santa Rosa,
should be liberally patronized by tho
pooplo of Santa Fe. It Is to bo h
beautifully illustrated exposition of
"Ben Hur," the novel by the late Oen-erLew Wallace, and will furnish an
evening of enjoyment and Interest. The
proceeds are to go toward the building
of a Methodist Church at Estancia,
which will be tho only church along the
line of the Santa Fe Central Railroad
The admission is very low, being 25
cents for adults and 15 cents for child
ren.

GUY TOPIOSjf

MARKET REPORT.
MONEY AND METAI
New York, March 17. Money on call,
Prline iner
4 per cent.
strong, 3
4H' per cent. Silver
cantile paper i
58K.
New York, March 17. Lead and cop
per firm and unchanged.
GRAIN.
17. Close, Wheat,
March
Chicago,
May. 114; July. 92.
Corn, May, 49; July,
Oats, May, 33; July, 31.
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Pork, May 812.85; July, 813 00.
Lard, May 87.15
7.17; July, 87.30.
Ribs, May, 86.95
6.97X; July, 7.15.
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Mo., March 17. Wool, is
steady and unchanged.
20 (3
Territory and western medium,
17.
18; fine, 1
31; fine medium, 16
8TOCK MARKETS.
New York, March 17. Closing stocks,
Atchison, 8SH; pfd., 103; New York
143 i;
Central, 161 K; Pennsylvania,
Southern Pacific, 68g; Union Pacific,
132; pfd., 100; Amalgameted Copper,
79; U S. Steel, 35; pfd., 95.
LIVE 8TOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., March 17. Cattle
receipts, 1,000, steady.
Native steers, 84.00
$5.75; southern
84.90; southern cows,
steers, 83.50
82.25
34.00; native cows and heifers,
82.00 (o 84.75; stockers and feeders,
$3.00 (d 84.65; bulls, 83.50 (H 84.10;
$6.00; western fed steers,
calves, 83.00
$5 40; western fed cows $3.00
$4.25

7, 1905

Seasomlble (Goods
For the
Springtime

And they say the rainy season is still
.
four months oft.
at
lecture
Don't forget the illustrated
the court house tonight.
and the
Today is St. Patrick's day
cloudiness is typical, but not at Santa
Fe.
carry a full line of
The outgoing trains today were crowdthese implements. Also Hared with legislators returning to their
has been made since the first
homes.
MATTERS.
OFFICIAL
Studebaker wagon was made.
etc.
rows, Cultivators,
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
Indeed the Studebaker wagon
wtll hold Its regular weekly meeting this
to make the 'West. It Las
We
a
helped
All
Postoffice
been one of the most efficient aids
evening ot 7:30 o'clock at Odd Fellows
The postoffice at Sabinal, Socorro
to the advancement of civilization
Hall.
Gre
has been
County,
by making transportation easy for
Train No. 10 on the Santa Fe Railway
gorio Abeyta has been appointed post
the pioneer. Many or the Jirst men
2
No.
and
o'clock
2:30
arrived at
We have inducements to offer in out Wagon De
today
in the West took the Studebaker
master.
are stiii buying
with them.
was reported over four hours late
Articles of incorporation.
as
we
full
line. See the goods and get Studebakers,They
partment
carry a
having learned their
The windy season Is overdue and
The following articles of Incorpora
value by experience. The Studeour prices before buying elsewhere.
those who annually cursed the wind and tlon have been filed in the office of Ter
baker is better y
than ever
the dust are secretly sighing for a little ritorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
before.
Studebakers also make a full line of all
breeze and sand.
The Portales Dipping Vat Company
kinds of vehicles, harness, etc. They
St. Patrick's Day today, but the the Incorporators are Jackson W. Gregg
control entire output of the World Buggy
Co. and make the "Izzer Line" uf vehicles.
weather did not do the birthday of the Frederick Crosby and James B. Prlddy
All dealers handle StudebaLer
of
Blue
Our
was
stock
Alfalfa,
It
us for catalogues, etc.
all of Portales. New Mexico. The ob
genial and kindly saint justice.
and
disagreable.
tough
Grass, Peas, Beets, Onion Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.
jects of the Incorporators are to con
Contrary to the general impression, ductadlDDlnff station at Portales for
South Bend, I rid.
Sets; also package seeds for
WESTERN KEPO8ITOKIE81
the Rio Grande north of Santa Fe is not the dloDlne of all kinds of livestock
Cal.
Portland, Oregoa.
the Garden, are all fresh and I San Franclaro,
above Its normal level. The floods will The term of existence Is 30 years a
suit utile ntf , 1 1 it a.
in
Taos
melts
come later when the snow
the principal place of business at Porta
of the best quality.
and ranges north of it.
$4.50.
The capital
!es, Roosevelt County.
receipts 4 000 steady.
J. E. Wood, of this city, field secre- stock consists of 81,000, divided Into Sheep
$5.90: lambs, 86 50;
Muttons, 84. i5
Societies
Endeavor
We are agents for the Sampson.
Christian
of
the
of
value
of
the
shares
$1.00
tary
1,000
par
$6 40;
5.25
87.25; range wethers,
the
addressed
New
Mexico,
young
in
each The incorporators are named as fed ewes, $5.80
$5.85.
Sample mills in stock.
Chicago, March 17 Cattle receipts,
people of Silver City at the Presbyterian the directors of the company for the
2,000, steady.
church of that place on Wednesday first three months of its existence.
Good to prime steers, 85.10
$6.25;
evening.
to medium, $3.75
$4 65; stockers
poor
It was reported at the Santa Fe Cen Ml MB RES RIVER
and feeders. $2.50
$4.60; cows, $2 75
85.00 canners,
CAUSING DAMAGE,
tral headquarteis this morning that the
84.50; heifers, 83.00
OUR STOCK OF GARDEN TOOLS
$4.00;
$3.40; bulls, $3 50
snow did not extend as far south as
On account of the rains and the
86.70.
calves, 85.UO
IS COMPLETE.
snows in the mountains the MimKennedy, but it was raining there yrs
Sheep receipts 6,000, steady
tarriav and nil last ni?ht and as far bres River is very high and makes
Good to choice wethers, 84.60
86.10;
85.40;
south as Estancia.
numerous changes In its channels every fair to choice mixed, 84.75
western sheep, 85.00
M.
$6.0u; native
Considerable valuable
little while.
Tonight at the courthouse Rev- A,
$7.60; western lambs,
lambs, 86.00
Harkness will deliver a lecture on the farming land has and is being washed
50
$7.60.
late Lew Wallace's novel "Ben Hur, or away, the Holstein Ranch in Grant
A Tale of the Christ." The lecture will County being an especially heavy loser U. S. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
from this cause. Quite a number of
be illustrated with 125 colored
Forecast for New Mexico: Rain to
If you don't go you will families have been made destitute be
views.
night and Saturday;- colder Saturday
cause of the long continued high waters
Eastern Colorado- Cloudy tonight and
miss a treat.
S. S. Wrightsman, deputy district Considerable stock has been drowned in Saturday and with occassional riins;
colder weather Saturday. :
clerk and who served as assistant chief trying to ford the swollen stream, and
Western Colorado: Snow and prob- And will be pleased to show you through our establishment.
clerk of the House during the legislative several cases are reported where people ably clearing Saturday; colder weather
ill
at
Goods sold on easy payments
& skV
&&
have had narrow escapes Just a few in north portion tonight.
session just closed, is dangerously
Of
the
thermometer
Yesterday
registered
McCord
oiv
R.
A.
Sim
came
of
Upper
Holstein, Jr.,
the residence
very as follows: Maximum
days ago
temperature, 51
Palace Avenue. It is said he has near losing his life while crossing the degrees, at 1:30 p. in , minimum, 30
CUTICURA
All
Mimbres near Silver City.
The mean
degrees, at 4:10 a. ra.
typhoid fever.
4U
was
Rio
84
de
for
and
hours
er
the
Den
temperature
Passengers on the
THE BELEN CUT-OFHand
Goods
grees. Relative humidity, 68 per cent.
Grande train from Antonito, Colorado,
TO BE COMPLETED.
0.13 of an inch.
Precipitation,
1
IhTF
1
Maximum velocity of wind 27 miles
experienced every kind of weather posGeneral Manager H. U. Mudge states
ft
from southwest.
sible after crossing the New Mexico that the work of
the
along
improvement
35
m.
a.
today,
Temperature at 6:0(i
boundary. First it was a high wind, Santa Fe is going on rapidly, and he
then a thunder storm, then hail, then adds: "We already have instructions degrees.
sleet, then rain and finally snow.
to go ahead with the double track work. DOING BUSINESS IN
Attention Is called to the change of There is some 153 miles of it to be done
THE JUSTICES COURT
advertisement of the W. A. McKenzle
during the year. The contracts will be
At
Justice of the Peace
Santa
Rita,
New
of
the
Issue
this
store
in
Hardware
let within a few days. Work on the
is bearing thirty- week
9
Howe
this
J.
MMexican. They announce that their Belen cut-of- f
' wtr-is about to be resumed. It seven cases
4
ana
foreman
the
and
against
arrived
has
new stock of wall paper
was begun two years ago and partly
railroad
at
the
men
the
low
camp
employed
remarkable
the
to
call attention
constructed. It will be finished this near that town. The charge against
prices.
the men is that they allowed the Mex
Miscreants have been desecrating the year."
San Francisco Street.
SMALL BOY PROVES
in
ican who recently died of small-poTelephone No. 6.
Manderfield vault In Rosario Cemetery
A HERO. the
HIMSELF
of
town
the
Into
to
Santa
go
camp,
and a reward of 2S is offered for the
At Deming the other day, Harold Rita, but the foreman claims that the
detection of the party or parties who
Martin proved himself to be a hero. His man was not an employe and therefore
are the offenders. Large pieces have
wholesale;and kktail dealers in
overturned a coal oil lamp, not under his control.
grandfather
Every child born into the world
been knocked off of the vault and other
torthe oil splashing upon him and becoming
to
inherited
an
with
The
tendency
committed.
acts jjof .vandalism
ENGINE JUMPS THE TRACK.
'gnited. Little Harold poured water The
turing, disfiguring humors of the
guilty parties will undoubtedly be ovsr the flames and fsoon
engine attached to the south
had
them
Skin and Scalp, becomes an object
bound passenger train on the Pecos
caught and a severe penalty meted out quenched,
old gentleman
of
the
the most tender solicitude, not
although
to them.
and Northeastern Railway jumpValley
was
burned.
The
furniture
pretty badly
only because of its suffering, but
Santa Fe was visited by another snow
ed the track at Loveland, Eddy County,
on
also
fire
because of the dreadful fear that
but
the
got
boy extinguished on
storm today. Last night it rained at
Tuesday, blockading traffic for sevthe
We now have a full line of
also.
it
disfiguration is to be lifelong
intervals and this morning about eight
eral hours.
mar its future happiness and
and
o'clock the thermometer dropped sevMonarch
FORTY-SIHence it becomes the
INDICTMENTS.
Corn.
Goods,
prosperity.
eral degrees with the result that the
J. B. Davis, aged twenty-si- x years The
afflicted
of
such
of
mothers
at
which
duty
"adjourned
grand
covjury
which
snow
wet
who came to New Mexico last year from
rain turned into a
VV. H.
children to acquaint themselves
ered the ground to a depth of several Pocobantas, Arkansas, died this week Carlsbad this week where Judge
A full line of
with the best, the purest, and most
46
is
returned
court,
holding
Pope
His mother
inches. The streets and sidewalks were at Roswell of tuberculosis.
viz.J
treatment
effective
available,
&
covered with slush and walking was was at his bedside. ' The remains were
the CUTICURA Treatment, coninter-ment- t.
CLUB."
to
for
"THE
Pocohantas
made very unpleasant today.
shipped
today
of warm baths with CUTIAlso a full line of
resort for gentlemen. The sisting
Nathan Salmon has offered to put up
and gentle anointings
CURA
Soap,
G. A. Johnson, aged forty years, of best goods money can
buy purity
a man to run against the winner of the
Goods
with CUTICURA Ointment, the
recent foot race in Alamosa, but so far Odgen, Iowa, died at Las Vegas yester- guaranteed by your "Uncle Sam." Fine
in
made
Cures
Skin
Cure.
great
Cigars and Tobacco.
he has not been able to arrange a match. day of consumption.
childhood are speedy, permanent,
Mr.
of
afraid
be
to
Will have everything for
seems
Everybody
FUNERAL SERVICES.
cotton rags. For a and economical.
clean
Wanted,
Salmon's chavpion, as that gentleman
The funeral of the late William T. short time we will pay 4c a pound for
has announced that he will back Kuro. Guyer, who died Wednesday morning, clean
ifli , Pi
rags. New Mexican Printing
Corp., Soli Propi.
An. Potter Drug It Cham.
patkin and from reports of the past year will be held tomorrow afternoon at Company.
Sud lot "Hw to Con Dtaiarlag Hul
it woulJ seem that it would take a faster 2:30 o'clock. At .this hour the body
Such as
man than can be produced here to beat will be taken to the Church of the
"A POINTER."
him.
Turkeys, Geese, Ducktt, Chickens, Booth's Fresh Oysters, Fresh
Holy Faith. The Masons will have
Good whisky brightens p a sluggish
The shade trees at St. Vincent's San- charge of the services here, after
Shrimps, Celery, lettuce, Radishes. In Fruit: Naval s,
SALE.
SPECIAL
brain: bad whisky will make a slugitarium are being trimmed and the lawn which the remains will be interred in
Apples, Bananas, Imported Malaga Grapes, Calius
"Uncle
out
ot
Sam"
Joins
you.
gard
fornia
Grapes, Strawberries, Fancy Imported and
graded, preparatory to sowing grass the National Cemetery, Carleton Post
in assuring rou only the purest at
California Figs. Nnts and Candles, Etc., Etc.
seed. The excavation where the old No. 3, G. A. R., and the Masons hold"THB CLUB."
Saturday Special Sale on
boiler house formerly stood Is being fill- ing short services at the grave.
"GOVERNMENT GUARANTEE..
ed in. and when this Is leveled off flower
LEARN TO SAY NO.
"Uncle Sam's" guarantee goes with
beds will be laid out and trees planted.
box
10c
Floss
a
eat
elseCandy,
to
When people ask you
Fairy
bottle ot whisky sold at the
tvery
By the time spring Is here In full blast where than the Bon Ton,
always say
"Club."
Goods bought in bond only.
the grounds about the Sanitarium will "no," for that is the best short order
5c, Saturday, March 17, None better at any place or at any
be among the most attractive in the house in the city. Also regular meals
price.
Capital.
may be had, either in the public or
Fischer's
Store.
rooms.
The lecture at the court house tonight private dining
only,
Drug
If troubled with weak digestion,
belching or sour stomach,, use Cham
Best 25c meal la the city. First Class Service, Evrythlsr. seat sod cleaa.
Remember, this will be your berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
Everything In Season. Kansas City Meats. Short Orders ;
and you will get quick relief. For sale
'
Served any time Day and Night.
by all druggists.
A little
is a
I
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WThe Grreat

We

have

West

large stock Poultry Netting.

sizes.

Wagons,

Seeds.

goods.-Writ-

Wind Mills- -

81-5-

,

DAVID S. LOWITZKI

-

AT THE

stere-optico-

n

FIRST

Si

Fine Line of New Furniture,
Queensware, Etc,

Disfiguring Humors
Use

kinds of Second
Household
Fine Picture Holding,

F

si

Wfflt

W4444

Matting, etc.
Call and see his new

line of Iron Beds at

s

-j

very low price.

x

H. S. KAUNE & CO.

Staple and Fancy Groceries,
Flow, Hay and Grain.

N.

SUCCUMBED-TCTCONSUMPTIO-

Canned
Fancy
Mince
Meat. Etc.
Asparagus,

Richelieu Canned Goods

Peas,

Richelieu Coffee

te

Curtice Bros.' Blue Label Canned
Their Celebrated Preserves.

and

DINNER EVERY DAY

Or-ange-

I COROpDO CAFE

br

&

RESTORAflT

at

Put on Ayer's and be proud of your hair
pride

good thing.

hair? -farleH f
thin,v scrafffflv
bo

Then why be contented with
iihii

ii; vi iimi
without a singfS

ast chance to get the World's

mi via

Vigor and have long, thick hair; beautiful hair,
gray unc in . nccp yqung. Have a little pride.

1. O- - Avar Ca.
Lowell, Hats.

Fair Candy in SAlTA FE.

Come and See Us

-- r-

Rave your stationery printed by the
by the New Mexican Printing

Look for

G. LUPE HERRERA, Proprietor

S54

8an Francisco Street, Next to Cartwright Davis Co's Store.

the Red Front

IRELAND'S PE3ARMAO

"TTfT(t'

V'

Santa Fe New Meztean, Friter. March 17, 1905.
ARIZONA. SHERIFF AFTER
MAN IN TERRITORY.
q
Gordon D Graham, formerly of
no. Is wantnd in Arizona for passfor
"Having taken yonr wonderful "Cascareta"
ing several fnrgpd chocks. Sheriff L. C,
of stoinacn
three months and being. entirelya cured
Is
of
word
praise
think
and
of
Navalio
HoiK'h,
dyspepsia,!
County, Arizona, catarrh
due to "Cascarets,rfor their wonderful composition.
reinemea
numerous
other
taken
I
have
arrived In Albuquerque
Wednesday but without avail and I flml that Cascarots relieve
looking for the man, but discovered that more in a day than all the others I have taken
ho had already left that, elty with the WJame'inMceun 108 Mercer St., Jersey City, N. J.
ranch of William Mcintosh, the wel
Best For
known ranchman of th Chilill country,
a
ek
meooweis
f
jM
a his objective point. Miarlff Houch
Immediately started in pursuit. Whila
In Arizona, Graham represented himself
CATHARTIC
as an agent for an imaginary
At
Anfteles.
frothing Company" of
Flagstaff he cashed a draft foi $7."0 on
this "Hub" concern, and it Is for this
Do Good,
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good, 50c.
Never
Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, Mo, 25c,
little transaction that the sheriff is after Never
sold in bulk. The genuine tablet Btnmpod OOO.
Guaranteed to cure or your money back.
him.

LEADS THE WORLD

Albu-qiiiT-

world in the manufac-tu- r;
V. C. Pricb, of Chicago, is the acknowledged leader of the
Cream
Price's
Dr.
of pure food products.
stood the test for purity and excellence
ing Extracts, used in millions of homes, have

Dr.

Bn8V

His recent proaucuuu,

for nearly half a century.

re.

PS

WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

mm

t
;i;

f

and best
a reputation for being the most nutritious, wholesome
"thai! line.
The name of "DR. PRICE" on any food product is a
in structure and quality.
guarantee of its being perfect

S5S?iS

Nutritious Easy of Digestion and Ready to Est

Palatable

Powder and Delicious Flavoring Extract
Dr. Price, the creator of Dr. Price's Cream Baking
the Food mailed free to any address.
A cook book containing 76 excellent receiptor using
Prepared by

III.
PRICE CEREAL FOOD COMPANY, Chicago,

CHARLEWDUDROW,

LUMBER TASH - DOORS
Material.
All Kinds of
--

Building

YOUR STOVE
CORD AID STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT

CERRILLOS AND HAGAN COAL
Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
that Is

We Haul Everything

Movable.

Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos,

36 Santa Fe

Phore

N

A. P. HOGLB

TRAIN LOAD OF
GRANT COUNTY STEERS.
A train
load of steers from tha
Diamond Bar, Chico, Heuchling and
Mrs. O. C. Carpenter ranches In Grant
County will be loaded In May and shipped to South Dakota. They were purchased by A. J. Nesbit, a Colorado cattle buyer, who Is still In Grant County
making additional purchases
A

funeral Director
0AXZ8TBO STREET

m

WglMCaMs

PHONE 41.
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The TftAXWELL land
BATOM. KEBf

0J0 CALIEfJTE
These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the mldat of the Ancient
miles west
Cliff Dwellers, tw nty-flv- e
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
a
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the Springs.
The temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet Climate
the year
very dry and delightful
round. There is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids
and tourists. These vaters contain
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs In the world. The efficacy of
Bar-anc-

6rant

Co

iCO

pT SPRINGS.

these waters has been thoroughly test
ed by the miraculous cures attested to
in the following diseases: Paralysis
Malaria, Bright's Disease of the Kid
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, aV
Female Complaints, etc., etc Boan
lodging and bathing 12.50 per day; X
per week; $50 per month. Stage meet
Denver trains and waits for Sata Fe
train upon request This resort is at
tractive at all seasons, and is open all
winter. Passengers for OJo Callentc
can leave Santa Fe at I a. m and
reach OJo Callente at 4 ; . m. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Santi
Fe to OJo Callente, 7.40. For furthe'

particulars, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor
N.

Ojo Callente. Taos County,

I 5

r

Subscribe for the New Mexican and
get all the latest and best news.
CURED CONSUMPTION.
Mrs. B. W. Evans, Charwater, Kan.,
writes: "My husband lay sick for three
months. The doctors said he had
We procured a
quick consumption.
bottle of Ballard's Horehound Syrup,
and it cured him. That was six years
ago and since then we have always
kept a bottle in the house. We cannot .do without it. For coughs and
colds it has no equal." 25c, 50c and f 1
at Fischer Drug Co.

....

MAX. FROST,

Santa Fe,

ft

1
Are Sure laaicauuua ui nuuiw luiiu vi Btumauu
trouble, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
next overtake you. Don't risk it, and above all,
don't take calomel or qninine both are dangerous

has all their virtues none of their
deadly effects. HERBINE taken
put
regularly will forestall headaches,
the digestive organs in perfect condition, head off biliousness, headaches,
liver ilia, keep you in good health.
TRY IIP
G
All Druggists.
50o av. Bottle.
For Sale by FI8CHER

DRUG CO.,

New M. 'co.
a
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WILLIAM

H. H. LLEWELLYN,

Attorney at Law,
Las Crucos, New Mexico.
District Attorney foi Dona Ana,
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties Third Judicial District.
CHAS. F. E SLEY,

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law,
- New Mexico.
Santa Fe, -

Land and Mining Business

a Specialty.

BA.ST

WB8T BOUND

BOUBP

No. 428. MlLB
11:00k
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p ...34.
...53.
2:llp ...61.
SiOip
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.51
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No425
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a
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so
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31

Attorney at Law,
Practices in the District and Suatpreme Courts. Prompt and cweful
tention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties of
Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
Juan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.

EMMETT PATTON,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Box 96.
Roswell, Nev Mexico.
Office Over Citizen's National Bank.
Osteon

y.

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,

SOCIETIES

FRATERNAL

MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. and A. M.
communicaRegular
tion first Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall, at 7:30 d. m.
CLINTON J. CRANDALL, W. M
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1
R. A. M. Regular con
vocation second Monday
in each month at Mason
ic Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P

E. C. ABBOTT,

Santa

1904.

Hai

BENJAMIN M. REAL,
Attorney at Law,
Santa Fe, - - New Mexico.
Palace Ave.
Office, Sena Block.

A .THUR SEL1GMAN,

Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall, at

1, K. T.

7:30 p. m.
W. R. PRICE, B.
W. E. GRIFFIN, R corder.

C

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting every Tues-

day evening at 8 o'clock, Castle Hall,
comer of Don Gaspar Avenue and Water Street. Visiting Knights given r
cordial welcome.
FREDERICK SIEGNER, C. C.
J. S. CANDELARIO, K. R. S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
i: O. O. F.

Santa . Fe Lodge No. 2, I. O. O. F
meets every Friday evening in Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco Street
Visiting brothers welcome.
GEORGE W. KNAEBEL, N. Q.
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.

6.

Effective November 7th,

!

Krl

9

1

5

RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,
Offices Griffin Block.
Phone 66.

B. P. O. ELKS.

Santa Fe Lod No. 460, B. P. O. E..
holds its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays 01 each month.
Visiting brothers are invited and welA. L. MORRISON, Jr., E. R.
come
A. J. Fischer, Secretary.
RDER RED MEN.

IMPROVED

Osteopath.

Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. M
meets every Thursday evening at Odd
PENITENTIARY BIDS.
Fellows' Hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
Santa Fe, N. M., March 8, 1905.
chiefs cordially invited.
7:20
Sealed proposals will be received by
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
consultation.
No charge for
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
the Board of New Mexico Penitentiary
A.
P.
Chief of Records.
HOGLE,
'Phone 156.
Hours:
m., 5 p. m.
Commissioners at the office of the su- where good meals are served.
Connections.
perintendent, until 10 o'clock a. m., on
FRATERNAL UNION.
Dentists.
At Antonito for Durango, Silverton
Monday, March 20, 1905, for furnishing
and delivering at the New Mexico pen and intermediate points.
DR. C. N. LORD,
At Alamosa for Dourer, Pueblo and
Santa Fe Lodge No. 259, Fraternal
itentiary the supplies hereinafter men- Intermediate points via 6 ;her the stanib
Kahn
Block, over Spitz' Jewelry Union of America Regular meetings
Office,
tioned, or so much thereof as the board ard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the
Store, South Side 0! Plaza.
first and third Mondays in each month
may deem sufficient. Payment for narrow gauge via Salida, making the
De
at 8 o'clock p. m., Knights of Pythias
said supplies will be made in cash.
entire trip In day light and passing
Civil Engineers and Surveyors.
Hall, Don Gacpar Avenue. Visiting
livery of all supplies except perish- through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE
able articles must be as directed by also for all points on Creede branch.
fraters welcome.
JAY TURLEY,
S. K Uoofkb, G. P.A.,
GABINO RSNDON,
the superintendent.
and
Civil Engineer
Surveyor,
Denver Colo
Fraternal Master.
Samples will be required of all arIrrigation Wor a Specialty.
ticles marked with an asterisk, and
A. S. Barney,
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
MAGGIE G. MONTOYA. Treasurer.
these should be labeled, showing name
Traveling Passenger Agent
Santa re, N. M.
demust
be
of bidder, price, etc., and
livered to the superintendent not later
G. A. COLLINS,
The New Mexican can do printing
than 9 o'clock on eaid day.
and
Civil
Irrigation Engineer,
to that done in any of the large
equal
All bids must be made strictly in ac&
CLARIS
LEWIS
Surveying and Mapping.
cities. Our solicitor: Hvery piece of
cordance with the conditions on blank
Eatlmatas Furnished.
work we turn out Try our work once
proposals, which will be furnished by
112 San Francisco 8t, Santa Fe, N. M. and you will certainly come again. We
the superintendent on application; no
COpTEJYJ.IAL
have all the facilities for turning out
bid otherwise made will be enter
Architects.
every class of work, including one of
tained. A bond will be required from
best binderies in the west
the
PORTLAND OHE.
all successful bidders for the faithful
HOLT A HOLT.
fulfillment of contracts within ten days
Civil
and
Architects
Engineers.
June ist. to Oct 15th, For the
after date of award.
Maps and surveys made, buildings
will
Fe
Santa
the
above occasion
25,0OO lbs. flour.
and construction work of all kinds Santa Fe Filiojee
5,000 lbs. beans.
sell tickets to Portland and re- planned and superintended. Office,
1,000 lbs. oatflakes.
turn on the following dates, May Montoya Building, Plaza, Lai Vegas
500 lbs. evaporated peaches.
84th, 5th. and a6th, June 14 th, Phone 94.
Jewelry Mamfactirini Co.
500 lbs. raisins.
9 and 30th, July 7th,
38,
16,
15,
500 lbs. rice.
VERE O. WALLINGFORD,
4. 6 a7 and 28,
8, 9, M, I3
30 cases laundry soap.
Architect.
and
Sep31,
30
18,
August 16, 17,
50 lbs. black pepper, whole.
First National Bank Block,
and
8,
7
29,
15t
tember
14,
1,
500 lbs. K. C. baking powder.
Albuquerque, N. M
Trivial return limit 90 days,
6 cases Cal. fruits, assorted.
.
6 cases canned corn.
but not later than Nov.
R. M. NAKE,
100 lbs. laundry starch.
1905. liberal
Architect and Builder.
privileges.
100 lbs. sal soda.
stop-ove- r
New Mexico.
Santa Fe
25 cases roasted coffee.
See any
'
4 barrels syrup.
N. Mondragon, Mgr.
of the VW
agent
100 lbs. baking soda.
New Mexico Civil Code handsome2,500 lbs. lard compound 60 lb cans.
ly bound in sheep, per copy $1.00, for
180 lbs. tea.
sale by the New Mexican Printing
2,000 lbs. salt, coarse.
Comrany. Copies will be sent by mall Laughllo Building, Don Gatoar Areas.
6 cases matches.
upon the receipt of sum as above, to
5 cases Greenwich lye.
any address desired.
1 gross scrub brushes.
1 gross brooms.
For Your
tjOaTaala1
Justice of the Peace Dockets for sale
500 lbs. peas, dried.
ACCIDENT
or
ComLIFE,
by the New Mexican Printing
The Board of New Mexico Peniten(MUTUAL BUILDING &
HEALTH Insurance
pany."
tiary Commissioners reserves the right
LOAN ASSOCIATION
to reject any and all bids.
Your
Will assist vou to
In submitting bids for above supI
or COURT
SURETY
plies, bidders should write plainly on
Own
Own
s
THE
AND
envelope the following: "Bids for
BONDS.
Be your own landlord. Pay your
for New Mexico penitentiary,"
rent into the Building it Loan
with name or names of bidder or bidAs well as Your
Association and thus pay for your
same
of
by
ders, to avoid the opening
FIRE INSURANCE
home.
mistake.
By order of the Board of New Mexra uauu uiuuo;t
TB8 AfSOCiailOU
V
Go to . . .
ico Penitentiary Commissioner".
desirable
to
property.
on
loan
rONSUIWPTION
Price
H. O. BURSUM,
THE HANNA INSURANCE
0UGH8 and
60c $1.00
For naviculars call on ir addrestP
Superintendent
OLDS
Free Trial.
AGENCY
P
Samples may be sent separately,
ssasssssssasssai
8the secretary,T. CHICHTON,
Surest and Quickeat Cure for all
duly marked and numbered, to the su
'Phone No. 66.
THROAT and LUNC TBOUB.
perintendent.
uirrm block, bakta ra. v. a
Cor. Waihlnitoa aod Palaca Avenues
LBS, or MONEY BACK.
No.

103

Palace Avenue,

2--

$48.7S

'

30!

O

Gold

Y.

tan.

Increase Your Business Advertise

sup-pile-

CURE

couch
LUNC8

Dr. King's
Now Discovory

Advertise your business.

It

SilYer Filigree

Ok
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TO-DA-
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EDWARD C. WADE,
Have your stationery printed by the
Attorney at Law,
Practices in All the Courts.
New Mexican Printing Company.
"Mining Cases and Mineral Patents a
THE BEST COUGH SYRUP.
Specialty."
New Mexico,
S. L. ADDle.
Judge, Otta Las Cruces
wa Co., Kansas, writes: "This is to
FRANK W. CLANCY,
say that I have used Ballard s Horehound Syrup for years, and that I do
Attorney at Law,
not hesitate to recommend it as the (District Attorney for Second Judicial
best cough syrup I have ever used."
District.)
25c, 50c, $1.00, at Fischer Drug Co.
Practices in the District Courts and
Court ol the Territory,
the
Place your Wants in the New Mexi- - also .Supreme
before the United States Supreme
New Mexican Printing Company.
Court in Washington. Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
INVALUABLE FOR RHEUMATISM
A. B. RENEHAN,
I have been suffering for the past
few years with a severe attack of
Practices in the Supreme and Disrheumatism and found that Ballard's trict Court. Mining and Land Law a
Snow Liniment was the only thing Specialty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Buildthat gave me satisfaction and tended ing, Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, 'A. M.
to alleviate my pains. March 24th,
1902, John C. Degnan, Kinsman, Ills.
G. W. PRICHARD,
25c, 50c and $1.00 at Fischer Drug Co.
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
SYSTEM
D. &. R.
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office Capitol Building, Santa Fe, N.M.
Fe Branch.

TIMETABLE.

cTWarch. 1905
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..LAMOGORDO LIBRARY
ASSOCIATION OFFICERS.
The Alamogordo Library Association
has elected the following officers for the
ensuing year: President, Mrs. Averill;
secretary and treasurer, Mrs. R. E.
Hauson; librarian, Mrs. George Dixon
A large number of new books have lately been added to the library.

Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 591
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

1905

Attorneys at Law.

.Alamosa
6:40p
chronic
12:40 p Successfully treats acute and
Pueblo
or
.Colo Springs. " .. 11:07 p
without
diseases
drugs
Lv.. 8:30 p
a ..406 ..Ar. Denver
medicines.

yr

b--

WET WEATHER HAS
SEVERAL DRAWBACKS.
The recent spell of wet weather which
New Mexico has bee i experiencing,
while it Is of Immense value to the agri
cultural Interests of the Territory, still
At Silver City
has its disadvantages.
a number of adobe walls have iai
len down, while at Central and o.i the
Mimbres River entire adobe residences
have tumbled down. A small Mexican
child was seriously Injured at Central
by the caving In of the walls of the
house In which the family resided.
Other narrow escapes from 9erious Injury are reported from many of the
Mexican towns where the adobe struc
ture Is the sole habitation.

IMPROVEMENTS MADE
AT ALAMOGORDO.
The Alamogordo Park Is being extend
ed to the north past the Blind Asylum
and clear to the ditch. Trees are being
set out and the tract sown to alfalfa.
H Shade trees are also
being planted
along Pennsylvania Avenue past the
Asylum. At the Blind Asylum practically all the brick have been laid and
the tin roof is being put in position.
The building will soon be lathed ready
for the plasterers.

Undertaker and

at of Refoaoce ttvaa a

DYSPEPSIA

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

Your

Home

'

J

I

pays.

jji.ftii,'."..

8TRAIN TOO GREAT.

A POLICY OF

Life Insurance
NEVER DECLINESoIN VALUE
It is always worth its face value at maturity.
may be worth

It

ORE
LESS

jN
ltcan never

be worth

That is. If it is taken in a good company. lAndthere
are many good companies, BUT THE EU
IT-AB- LE

is the strongest in the
WORLD.

Life

The Equitable

Assurance

Co,

MRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M

102 Chapelle St.,

fr GAVTJER,

BrEA)I

Manufacturer

Hp

ana

Havana

The hustle and hurry of business
men.
The hard work and stooping of workmen.
The woman's household cares.
Are too great a strain on the kidneys.
Backache, headache, sldeache,
Kidney troubles, urinary troubles
follow.
A Santa Fe citizen tells you how to
cure them all.
of San
Charle Harris,
across
Miguel i ',. says: "The aching
the sma . of my back was not the kin '
that coi.ies from overwork, it was deep
er seated and much more painful, positively proving to me that some Inward
cause existed. When an attack was In
the aggravated stage, I could not stoop
to put on a shoe or lift any weight and
If I managed to stoop after suffering
twinges when I went to straighten ex
cruciating pangs were sure to be my re.
ward. Doan's Kidney Pills procured al
Ireland's Pharmacy stopped every ag'
gravated attack. I sincerely hope that
backache and I have parted company."
For sale by all dealers; price 60 cents.
Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N. T., sole
agents for the United States.
Remember
the name Doan's and
take no other,
The New Mexican cau do printing
equal to that done In any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
ever" class of work, including one of
the est binderies In the west

Cigars Santa

Fe Central Rail'y

Effective Sunday,' September II, 1904.

Havana Brands,
DEFENDER,

Domestic Brands,
PRIDE OF SANTA FE,
AND
GOLD SEAL,

COLOMBO,
CUBAN PLANTATION.

WHOLESALE RS ONLY
Factory

a, aciouL
Wfcca

THE
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Com te

Washington

Aflqfa Dnl Forfet
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CAFE

& BOTHE, Proprietors.

Room Mad
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Corner Railroad. Xi
ALBUQUBRQ.T7B

Avenue.

ZEIGER

QUICKEL

dab

235

.

-

sua

Hall Attached.

South Bound
No

1.00 p
1.20 p
1.45 p
Z.UD

p

2.45 Tp

3.80

North Bouud

Station.

Mi

1

0 Lve.
16
22
2S
41

4. OS

R2

6.30
6.S5
4.40
4.50
7.20
8.10

61

69
81
921

99
116

Alt! No

..Santa Fe.. .Arr
..Donaoiana... "
Vera Blanca.. "
...Kennedy.... "
"
Clark
...Stanley ... ""
.Moriarty
.Mcintosh. .. "

.

.

Gatancia.. .. "

...willard.A. "
. Prog resso. . . "
"
... Bianea
Arr. ..Torranoe..Lve

7,000
6,650
6,400
6,050

NSW MEXICO

vwwvv www

3.45

3.10
2 45

6.370 15.
6,250 1.20
6,175 2.45
6.140 12.2'i
1.15
tf,li
6,210 10.45
6,2851 M.25
6,475 9.40

at Santa Ye,

&

,

Second Street

4.30
4.10

N. M., with
Rio Grande P. R. tor all
points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Montana, Washington and the Great North'
west.
Connecting at Torrance for all points
east and west with Golden State Limited trains Nos. 43 and 44. Pullman
berths reserved by wire.
For rates and Information accrete
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
General Passenger Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

Connecting

the Denver

ARRIVALS.

Palace:
H. H. Harris, Miss Nellie
Woodson, L. F. Woody, St. Louis; Lee
Berstein, Kansas City; B. W. Clin, To- peka, Kansas; F. H. Price, San Francisco; E. W. Fox, J. J. Brophy, Clayton; J. M. Freeman, Greely, Colorado.
Claire:
Eugenio Romero, Las
Boone C. Vaughn, Frank Revell,
Aztec; A. H. Ireland, Durango; W. G.
Darby, Dallas; J. C. Burke, Chicago;
W. S. Alexander, Pueblo; M. Y. Leary,
Denver; F. A. Lewis, St. Louis.
Bon Ton: Frank Revell, Boone C.
Vaughn, Aztec.
Normandie:
F. C. MacCain, Denver; A. H. Ireland, Durango.
MRS.

HALL'S MIRACLE.

Experiences Similar to This Have
casioned Considerable Comment
in Santa Fe.

Oc-

Few women are better known in
Lockport, N. Y., than Mrs. Pattie D.
Hall, as she belongs to one of the best
families and has a large circle of
friends and acquaintances. In a recent
interview Mrs. Hall said :
I
"The experiences
have been
through in the last two years seem
like a miracle. I was so badly off that
life seemed almost unendurable, and
my deafness increased so that I could
scarcely hear anything. The suffcoa-tioin my chest and the indigestion
caused by my catarrh, produced very
severe suffering. I had five different
physicians.bought everything that anybody recommended to me, but finally
gave up in despair.
"One day my milliner asked me if
I had ever tried Hyomei. I began the
treatment, and can thankfully testify
that Hyomei does cure this terrible disease. Since using it my hearing is
greatly improved, and the only time I
have any catarrhal trouble is when I
take cold. I then use Hyomei, and always get instant relief. My friends
and acquaintances
marvel at the
change in my health and hearing."
Hyomei has made many cures of
catarrh, and in connection with Hyomei balm, of catarrhal deafness, in
Santa Fe. Similar experiences to that
of Mrs. Hall's have created a large sale
for Hyomei with A. C. Ireland.
The complete outfit, including the
inhaler, cost but $1, while extra bot
tles are but 50 cents. Ask A. C. Ire
land to show you the strong guarantee
under which he sells Hyomei.
n

COLDS LEAD TO PNEUMONIA.

STORY

WAjflTS

Find

Hundreds of Santa Fe Readers
It So.

:

of

Domestic

HOTEL

--

FOR RENT Elks Hall, formerly
Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all
other public and private use. Apply
to George E. Ellis, trustee.

b

CLARIS

n

ft

WANTED By young lady oT exper
ience, position as stenographer or-clerk in office: references furnished. Read What Accomplished Musicians
Address, Competent, care New Mexi
Say of the Story and Clark Pianos.
can.
WANTED Clean cotton rags. For
"Equal if not superior to any Instrua short time we will pay 4c a pound ment I have had occasion to use."
for clean rags. New Mexican Printing Barron Berthold.
Company.
"I cannot speak too highly of your
pianos,
they seem to be unsurpassWANTED Ten men in each state able." R.
Watkin Mills.
to travel, tack signs and distribute
find
"I
your
pianos wonderfully syni
samples and circulars of our goods.
for accompanying the voice.1
pathetic
for
$3
month.
$75
per day
per
Salary
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept S., At"Shows such superiority of worklas Building, Chicago.
manship and finish as must ma&e
thorn wt ome to any household."
(Small Holding Claim No. 2624.)
Leonora Jackson.
Notice for Publication.
"Grand and resonent in tone and deDepartment of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., lightfully sweet and tender." MathilMarch 9, 1905.
da Bauermeister.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol"Gave the liveliest satisfaction to
lowing named claimant has filed notice me. I consider them second to none."
of his intention to make final proof in
Dav'd Frangcon Davie?.
support of his claim under sections 16
"I think it capable of the fullest exand 17 of the act of March 3, 1891,
of musical thought" Ellen
pression
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the act Beach Yaw.
of February 21, 1893, (27 Stats., 470),
"In my opinion they rank among the
and that said proof will be made bebest pianos of the day." Bmile
very
fore the register or receiver at Santa
Sauret
Fe, N. M., on April 19th, 1905, viz.:
"Possessed of a beautiful quality of
Abel Pino, for the tract one, in secand a most sympathetic touch."
tone
tion 4, T 13 N, R 9 E.
He names the following witnesses Fernando de Lucia.
"I was perfectly charme with its
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty beauty of tone and delightful touch."
years next preceding the survey of the Francis Tilletsen.
"Their tone is sweet as well as reso
township, viz.:
Jose Padilla, Antonino C. de Baca, nant Are rema ably adapted for ac
Herman Pino, all of Santa Fe, N. M., companying the voice." Clementine
de Vere Sapio.
and Antonio J. Ortiz, of Galisteo.
'Tour pianos embody rweetness and
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or richness of tone, splendid carrying
who knows of any substantial reason power and excellent action." Rosa
under the laws and regulations of the Olitzka.
Interior Department why such proof THE STORY
CLARK PIANO CO.
should not be allowed will be given an Employ only expert workmen and no
opportunity at the
piece work er contract work Is dona
e
time and place to
the In their factories.
witnesses of said claimant, and to ofThey have won renown on two oon-1- .
fer evidence In rebuttal of that submittents for excellence and bauty of
ted by claimant.
their Instruments.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Prices and terms most liberal.
on the General Agent for Nevi
Call
Register.
Mexico,
above-mention-

cross-examin-

Laxative Bromo Quinine, the world A GUARANTEED CURE
FOR PILES.
wide Cold and Grip remedy removes
or ProtrudBlind,
Itching,
Bleeding
cause.
name
Call for the full
and
the
Your
Piles.
will refund
ing
druggist
leok tor signature of B. W. Grove. 25c.
SANTA FE, N. M.
money if PAZO OINTMENT falls to
cure you in 6 to 14 days. 60c.
Who will show you the 8tory C Clark
Justice of the Peaee Dockets for sale
Pianos In the several styles and finish
Have your stationery printed by the
by the New Mexican Printing Com
Mai g ny, Hungarian, Walnut and
New Mexican Printing Company.
pany.
Golden ak.

FRANK DIBERT

Whatever Possesses Real Merit Is Always Rewarded
No Family Medicine
At

Chest Is Complete Without "La Sanadora"

last we have amongst us and within our reach a medicine on which we can rely for relief from the many maladies and afflictions of life.
that don't kill pain temporarily, but it cures and heals, restoring you to perfect health, whenever you have the misfortune to be sick. Immediately after its use, be it external or internal

LA SANADORA is a medicine

1

re-

lief is received, as has often been proven.
Whoever uses LA SANADORA is not making a guess nor an experiment, but will get well and be cured with a safe, sure and excellent medicine. You may be inexperienced in its use, but it Is very simple in its appll-catio- n
and sure in its effects.
With each bottle of LA SANADORA you will find a book of instructions. Read It and don't fear that your time has been wasted, as, when disease afflicts you, you will know how to use this great medicine, and have the
satisfaction of knowing it has saved you.
In winter we are troubled with coughs, colds and many other painful afflictions peculiar to cold weather. Positive relief and a sure recovery to health will be found in the use of LA SANADORA
In summer
afflictions, trouble old ana oung. LA SANADORA, is an infallible cure.
diarrhoea, colic and many other gastro-lntestinThis Infallible medicine cures: Rheumatism, Sprains, Contusions, Scratches, Headache, Sore Throat, Coughs, Stings of Insects and Reptile Bites, Contraction of Muscles and Tendons, Stiff Joints Pain in the Breast and
Back, Lumbago, Kidney Trouble, Neuralgia, Toothache, Sore Nipples. Burns, Earache, Catarrh, Fever, Chills, Colics, Cholera.PHes.Pain In the Guams, Itching and all painful afflictions. For sale at all drug stores. Price 35c a
bottle.
al

After "La Sanadora" Has Been Used by Thousands of People With Great Success, the Praises of the Wonderful Medicine Which We Herewith
Publish, Bear Witness to Its Merits.
Territory of New Mexico,

County of San Miguel.
do hereby
I, Juan Ignacio Baca,
make this declaration under my oath:
For the period of three years I had
been afflicted by Malaria Fever, and
my sufferings were such that I was
unable to do any kind of work, or attend to my business. I procured and
used many patent medicines without
deriving from any of them any benefit to my health, and having lost all
hope of recovering my health, it was
my good fortune to meet the excellent
good lady, Mrs. Emilie M. de Delgado,
of this city, who kindly recommended
me the use of "La Sanadora" for my
case, and she herself gave me the
medicine according to directions, and
it resulted in a complete restoration
of my lost health. After' three days
that I had been using the medicine,
I felt so well that thereafter my energy
to move returned and my health is
excellent. I always keep at home this
wonderful medicine, and it is a great
satisfaction to me to know that its
use in any kind of similar diseases,
shall always prove a blessing. And I
recommend all persons suffering to
avail themselves of this medicine, as
suring them that they will find the desired relief.
JUAN IGNACIO BACA!
The above was made under oath
this 19th day of January, A. D., 1904,

Romero

at Las Vegas,

before me as a years and have sought in vain for a ment of "La Sanadora" in one of our
J. P. CONKLIN.
cure, both with doctors and prepared Spanish papers and decided to give
medicines, blood purifiers, etc. Noth- your remedy a fair trial, which, I am
Territory of New Mexico,
ing seemed to do me good. I was pre- pleased to say! has proven satisfacvailed upon to try Sanadora some tory.
County of Lincoln.
I, Millard F. Davidson, make this three months ago, which I did and I
"La Sanadora" has entirely cured
statement under oath for the benefit believe now I am completely cured. my wife of these diseases and she
of all sufferers as I have suffered. When I began taking this medicine I now feels like a new woman. I can
This present winter I caught a bad had breaking out on my body and truthfully say that "La Sanadora"
cold and had pains in my chest and a sores which have now entirely disap- has given her relief after all others
severe cough. I thought I was surely peared. I feel first rate and can rec- have failed. I feel so thankful for the
going to have pneumonia. I tried dif- ommend Sanadora to anyone who is good "La Sanadora" has done for my
ferent remedies, but none relieved the troubled as I have been.
wife that I consider it my duty to add
SAMUEL FARMER.
pain or stopped the cough. I heard
my testimony to that of others who
Subscribed and sworn to before me have been cured by your wonderful
several people recommond Sanadora
so tried it and in less than two days this 12th day of February, A. D., 1902. remedy "La Sanadora." If any one
was well and able to attend to busi- (Seal)
SIDNEY F. MATHEWS,
doubts the truth of this statement, let
ness. Since then I have called others'
Notary Public. him or her write to me and I will tell
attention to this remedy, and without
him or her just what "La Sanadora,"
LA SANADORA CURESI
has done for my wife.
exception they have been cured. It
ONE OF MANY:
does what is claimed for it.
Thanking you for your kindness, I
M. F. DAVIDSON.
Hedges, San Diego, Co., Cal., July 12. remain yours very truly,
PROFESSOR A. J. MONROY, M. A.
Subscribed to and sworn to before Romero Drug Company,
Las
New
Mexico.
Deputy Clerk of the Supreme Court
A.
Vegas,
D.,
me this 21st day of February,
of San Diego Co., California.
Dear Sirs:
1902.
From the Optic, July 27, 1903.
SIDNEY F. MATHEWS,
My wife has been afflicted with
for
a
and
Rheumatism
long Juarez
Neuralgia
Notary Public.
(Seal)
City, State of Chihuahua, Mextime, and before writing to you, she
November 23d, 1903.
ico,
Lincoln, New Mexico, Feb, 21st, 1902 had used a
remegreat many
Drug Company,
dies without apparent benefit. Realiz- Romero
' Las Vegas, N. M.
the fact that unless she obtained
Territory of New Mexico,
ing
Gentlemen This letter is for the
relief soon her disease would get the
County of Lincoln. '
This Is to certify that I am a resi- best of her and develop'. Into some- only purpose of Informing you of the
dent of the County of Lincoln, Terri- thing more serious. I commenced to following facts:
Since the 7th of the present month
tory of New Mexico, that I have suf- search for some reliable remedy, and
fered with scrofula trouble for four thanks to God I saw the advertise I have been suffering from a very se
N. M.,

witness.

,

d

Comjpa&yo

vere cold, to such extent that for two
weeks I could not sleep, during which
time I tried different medicines to
seek relief but all in vain. Accidentally I noticed In one of the newspapers
to which I am a subscriber, an advertisement of your preparation, "La
Sanadora," and having read the same
carefully, I sent for a bottle of that
medicine, and as soon as I took the
first dose according to directions given, instantly I felt great relief, the
fever and all pains I had been suffering having disappeared and I could
regain my sleep, having passed the
in
night pleasantly, and today I feel
good spirits having regained my usual
good health. As I cannot fully correspond the benefit received from the
effects of so invaluable medicine,
I
hasten to send you these lines as a
testimonial for publication, recommending "La Sanadora" to all those
suffering from the effects of colds.
Yours very truly,
MELITON CONCHA,
Leader of the Chihuahua Band.

became sick with stomach trouble,
soon ran into diarrhoea and
dysentery. I was treated by a doctor
here and also at Fort Stanton for
eight months at an expense of over
I

which

one hundred and fifty dolars. I also
tried a number of different patent
medicines, but got absolutely no relief.
My weight was reduced during this
time from one hundred and sixty
pounds to one hundred and twenty
pounds, and I had got into such a reduced condition that I could hardly
walk and could do no work at all. I
had lost all hope of ever being cured
but upon the recommendation of Ara-go- n
Bros. & Co., doing business here,
I made a trial of Sanadora and used it
as directed. The first bottle gave me
relief and by the time I had used
the third bottle by stomach was well
and my diarrhoea had stopped, but I
continued taking the medicine until
I used six bottles in all, and now
can say I am completely cured and
have gained back my regular weight I
feel It my duty to testify to what Sanadora has done for me, and so make
this affidavit.
Lincoln, New Mexico, Feb. 8, 1902.
PATRICIO MIRANDA, (X) His Hark.
Territory of New Mexico,
Witness: B. H. MOELLER.
County of Lincoln.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
I, Patricio Miranda, a resident of
8th day of February, A. D. 1902.
this
Lincoln, New Mexico, upon my oath
SIDNEY F. MATHEWS.
make this the following statement: (Seal)
That about the first of the year 1901
Notary Public

Las Vegas,

BJo JffL9

Uo So A,

Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday, March 17, 1905.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
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(Continued

of the committee was adopted and
the bill passed by a vote of 16 to 4
The steering committee reported
Council Bill No. 24, An Act relative to
lit:
the sale of intoxicating liquors within
a prescribed limit, recommending that
it be passed. The report of the com'
mittee was adopted. Mr. Dalies of
fered an amendment which was adopt
ed and the bill passed as amended by
a vote of 19 to 4.
The steering' committee reported
House Bill No. 154, An Act relative to
qualifications of deputy sheriffs, rec
ommending that it be passed. The re
port of the committee was adopted and
the bill passed by a vote of 17 to 4
The House adjourned at 5 o'clock
until 8 o'clock in the evening.
-COUNCIL.
Night Session 60th Day.
President Clark called the Council
to order at S o'clock.
House amendment to Council Substitutes for Council Bill No. 24, by Mr
Greer, to prohibit the sale of liquors
near public works. The Council con
curred in the House amendment and
the bill passed.
House Bill No. 201, by Mr. Dalies,
An Act repealing certain provisions of
Council Bill No. 60, An Act making it
trespass for a herder to cross a private
Brant under suspension of the rules
!S3 read the third time and passed.
,f t
ty TiuTT'
Mr. Martin arose at 9 o'clock and
proceeded in an eloquent and impressive address to eulogize the Thirty- sixth Legislative Assembly and President John S. Clark, the climax of his
speech being the presentation to Presi
dent Clark on behalf of the Council of
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
a beautiful gold watch, chain and
charm. President Clark's response
came from a heart full of deep feeling
and rang with the gratification which
Day Telepone 35.
he felt. In his presentation address,
142
I.
Tel.
B.
Hanna. Res. 113, Johnson St
Sundays and nights at Mrs.
Mr. Martin said that the Thirty-sixt- h
Legislative Assembly, remarkable for
many things, was especially so for the
fraternal spirit which had pervaded
the Council. It was as an expression
S
of this good will as well as of the high
esteem in which the chairman was held
S. 0. CARTWRIQHT, Sec'y and Treso.
QEO. W. HICKOX, President
that the Council desired to present to
jt
the president the beautiful token
which the speaker was selected to beNo. 250 San Francisco Street.
stow. Mr. Martin said: "Mr. PresiAsthe Thirty-sixtdent,
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Heat Market Telephone No. 49. sembly of New MexicoLegislative
is drawing to
a close a remarkable session, in
many respects, one of the principal
ones being the good feeling, the high
RIPE OLIVES have always been
TOP NOTCH brand of cream we
in small cans at 5c each.
hard to carry In stock because those
For sense of courtesy that has pervaded it
X
in bulk would not keep and those In small families the small can is desir from the date of our convening to the
reI
time.
say
present
glass were too high In price. We now able.
markable certainly in this re
have them in pint and quart tins.
MEAT
our
MARKET carries all
because during the many
Quality is right and price reasonable, Che little specialties which make the spect,
that it has been my fortune
25c and 40c.
table more attractive to an uncertain sessions,
to attend, I have never seen a Coun
FRESH FISH at our meat market appetite, such as sweet breads, brains cil composed of men who have gotten
each Wednesday and Friday during Dolled ham, tripe, pigs feet, tender- along so well as the present one. NevLent. We are handling the eastern loins, sausages of a great many varie er since the first day has a word been
fish which are much preferable to the ties, genuine No. 1 quality packing said that would in the least tend to
California varieties at this time of house meats, shipped by express, etc. hurt or pierce the feelings of any one.
NEW FOREMAN in our bake shop. Good feeling, sir, has prevailed and the recommending that It be passed. The
year.
of the committee was adopted
He is putting out a number of the lat
FRESH POULTRY may be obtained
unanimity of feeling with which you report
bill passed.
and
the
est
as
such
Cream
specialities
Napo- were selected by the unanimous vote
at our meat market on Mondays and
the evening there were
Throughout
a of this Council as
leons.
Scotch
Butter
etc.
Hi
wafers,
officer
its
presiding
Fridays of each week. We have trans cinnamon rolls
intermissions
numerous
yet no formal
and
coffee
cakes
win has continued and grown stronger as
ferred this department to our meat the
recesses.
Councilman
tialiard ana
approval of all.
the session advanced. That you have
market so that it may have expert at
were each called to the chair
Greer
MALTA
was
CERES
at 5c for a 15c pack fulfilled all that
expected of you
tention during the warm season.
was
as the presiding officer of this Coun- at intervals when the president
age is a good seller.
excused. The Council . chamber was
NAVAL ORANGES from a fresh car
been
cil
is
well
known.
have
That
you
HAVE YOU tried those Chocolate
we are offering at reduced prices. Per
fair in your rulings, can be seen, and filled with a brilliant assembly. While
for business from the House,
box $2.75, per half box $1.50. Low dipped marshmallows in our candy de as a
token of the high esteem which waiting
partment? They are the best ever and
flashes of wit were inmany
sparkling
prices by the dozen.
feel towards you.
your
the price only 35c pound.
was a motion to
There
terchanged.
have been selected1 to present to you
COOKING APPLES in regular size
"Bill" Martin on the table but it
Also have them in ten cent boxes. this token of
lay
is
which
friendship upon
boxes at 75c, are a bargain and that Kevin's chocolates in
pound and half inscribed "Honorable John S. Clark was lost by twelve votes.
is the way we are selling them now; pound boxes,
introduced a resolution
very attractive packages
from members of the Coun ;, Mr. Martin
10 lbs. for 25c.
Chief Clerk Harry P. Owen
and delicious eating, are very good presented
thanking
cil of the Thirty-sixtLegislative As and his
corps of assistants for their
PITTED OLIVES are extremely nice value at 50c and 25c.
sembly of New Mexico." It bears with faithfulness
during the session.
in salads.
They are usually cut in
it
PALM
a chain composed of golden links
OLIVE toilet soap is
amendment
to Council Bill
,
House
slices.
Small
thin
bottles Ferndell mighty big bar of mighty fine soap for emblematic of the friendship that is
to
brand 15c, larger bottles at higher 10c.
linked to you sir, among the members No. 103, by Mr. Miller, relating
and
Council
concurred
garnishments,
prices.
of the Council. It carries with It a
GARDEN AND
FLOWER SEEDS
bill passed.
CORONA BRAND sugar corn at two are now in demand. We have enough charm emblematic of the high position
The Council resolved itself into' execcans for 25c is proving a good seller. for all, both in bulk and in packages you hold in your order, on the one utive session at 10:45 o'clock confirmside, and on the other it carries with it
It is of the shoe peg variety and of We will be pleased to order any varie the
the appointments of George W.
keystone, the stone which the ing
cans
are well filled. ties of which we may be short,
as attorney general and W.
good flavor. The
Prichard
builders rejected, and which afterward
B. Lindsey,
of Portales, Roosevelt
became the corner stone in the tern
as a member of the Bureau
County
pie."
Amid the applause which followed of Immigration.
Mr. Martin offered a resolution of
Councilman Martin advanced to the
to President Clark for his im
thanks
president's chair and handed to Presl
dent Clark a beautiful gold watch and partial rulings and the resolution was
adopted.
THESE BRIGHT
chain, with a Masonic emblem at unanimously
The Council finally adjourned at
tached. It was apparent to all that
SUNSHINY DAYS
night.
President Clark was affected with this 11:35 o'clock last
beckon us out of doors.
HOUSE.
What we need Is good
unexpected expression of respect and
Night Session 60th Day.
invigorating exercise, to
esteem on the part of the Council and
clear the cobwebs from
Dalies called the House to
Speaker
the mind and energize
it was some moments before he found
order at 8:15 o'clock. Air members
the whole system. Nature
to
words
his
but
express
appreciation,
I
demands it.
II
were nresent.
when he did, he responded as follows:
Upon motion of Mr. Wilkerson the
"Gentlemen of the Council This
24
token of appreciation of the perform vote by which Council Bill No.
House
in
the
the
afternoon,
passed
ance of the duties of the high office to
which you selected me at the begin- was reconsidered so that amendments
could be made to the bill. Mr. Wilker
ning of the session, now drawing to a son
BICYCLES
occupied the speaker's chair while
is most gratefully received. On
close,
Mr. Dalies offered two amendments,
enable us to fulfill this
my election I doubted, and since I have one
requirement. Personal
that the bill should not
comfort and thorough
doubted, my ability to serve you in a affectproviding
confidence in your wheel
sales
made and the
already
manner
would
that
are embodied in the new
prove acceptable, other
not apply
the
law
should
that
but this expression of your satisfaction to
saloons already established.
RAMBLER CHAINLESS
The
brings a most happy contentment to
were
amendments
bill
and
the
adopted
$60
me, a feeling that you believe that
have not been derelict In the discharge passed unanimously.
CHAIN MODELS
House Bill No. 160, An Act relating
of the duties incumbent upon me as
RACERS AND R0AD5TERS
to the peddling of meat, passed by a
your presiding officer.
$50 TO $35
vote of 14 to 7.
"Gentlemen, from the innermost re
Call and inspect.
Don't fail to send
Council Bill No. 116, by Mr. Leahy,
or ask for illustrated catalog
cesses of a grateful heart, permit me An Act
relating to public roads, nassed
to thank you individually and collec
by a 'vote! J 16 to 5.
tively for this expression of your
House Bill No. 151, by Mr. Read, An
friendship, this beautiful gift, this tok Act amending the present election law,
en of your regard and I beg to assure
passed by a vote of 16 to 8.
you that it will always be happily and
Council Bill No. 145, by Mr. Miller,
pleasantly remembered by me. I thank An Act relating to the sale of property
you."
for taxes, passed by a vote of 22 to 1.
The remarks of Councilman Martin
Amended Council Bill No. 144 ,An
in presenting the handsome token to Act relating to estates of deceased
President Clark and the president's persons, passed by a vote of 17 to 8.
answer were loudl" and enthusiasticalUpon motion the chair appointed
ly cheered.
Messrri. Pendleton, de Baca and Ellis
The steering committee .l'Sttetd as a committee of three to confer with
House Bill No. 47, by Mr. Grtejgtf?ji the Council and ascertain when that
t t t t Santa Fe, N. M.
Block, No. 3
Act relating to community dltohes, body was to ad journ In 'order that the
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House might adjourn at the same time.
The speaker also appointed a com- mittee of three to wait upon the Gov-- !
ernor and ascertain if he had finished
up all the business, that had come be-- ;
fore him.
One of the most pleasing incidents
at last night's session of the House
and just before the close, was the presentation by the members to Speaker
Carl A. Dalies of a beautiful and costly Elks' jewel, set with diamonds.
Judge Granville Pendleton made the
presentation speech on behalf of the
House, while Representative Wilkerson presided and Speaker Dalies occupied Mr. Wilkerson's seat. Judge
Pendleton's remarks were not only
very eloquent, but bore the stamp of
sincere and true friendly sentiments
towards the speaker. Mr. Pendleton
on behalf of the members, Mr. Dalies
many friends and of himself hoped that
the jewel would be worn by the latter
for many long years to come; he commented very gracefully upon the past
career of the Speaker, in business and
in politics and especially brought out
the fact that Mr. Dalies was the
youngest man In political life in New
Mexico, who occupied a high position
among the leaders of his party and enjoyed the confidence and respect of the
people. Judge Pendleton's speech was
received With great applause and evidently expressed fully what the members thought of their presiding officer.

Mr. Dalies responded in a very appro-pritand modest manner and said that
he highly appreciated the gift, but
more so that it was a token that although he had presided over the House
f6ftwo months and at times was compelled to wield the gavel with some
emphasis and strenuousness, he was
very proud of the fact that the members at the last hour proved to him
by the presentation and by the sentiment expressed in the speech of presentation that they believed that he
had performed his duty honestly and
to the best of his ability and that he
enjoyed their respect and good will.
He also thanked the people of Santa
Fe and the ladies especially for the
many social and personal courtesies
that had been extended to the members generally and to him especially
during their stay and his stay in the
city, and said that he believed the
past sixty days in Santa Fe were
greatly enjoyed by the men who composed the House of Representatives
and the Legislative Council and would
be ever remembered by them as one of
the most pleasing and pleasant episodes In their lives. His speech evidently struck a popular chord as it was
loudly applauded and cheered. The
entire event was greatly enjoyed alike
by all present, representatives, employes and visitors.
The
House adjourned at 11:15
o'clock.
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GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
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W. H. GOEBEL
The Hardware Dealer
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SALE!
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
entire stock of
INDIAN and MEXICAN BLANKETS. POTTERY
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS. ETC.
At less than Cost.

TOURISTS:
Do you know that you miss half of Santa Fe i
you do not visit our Curio Store & Free Museurr
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Send for Catalogue
Sign of the Old Cart
Cor. Francisco San St re ft and Burro Alliy
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